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The Sub-Committee's text stated that " certain " civil aircraft only might become an
integral part of air armaments, but it supplied no criterion for determining those which
could not do so. In the opinion of the three delegations on whose behalf he spoke, not
"certain" but all machines could automatically become an integral part of a country's
military air force or be transformed into such a force. Certainly they could not all be used
for the same purposes, but equally certainly every civil machine could be employed for
military purposes, the use to which it was put depending upon its horse-power and its
constructional characteristics. What prevented civil aircraft from being used, without
adjustment, for certain military aviation services? Upon what criterion could the
statement be based that a certain civil machine could not be used as a liaison, a
reconnaissance, or even a bombing plane? The Sub-Committee did not say so, but it was
undoubtedly a fact that, according to their horse-power and characteristics, all civil
machines, like all military aircraft, could at once be used for military purposes; this had
been the case in the last war.

The Sub-Committee had made another restriction which, again, was not in accordance
with actual fact - regarding the various points of contact between the two kinds of
aviation. The Sub-Committee had stated that civil aircraft could become an integral part
of air armaments only after adaptation for military purposes. At first sight, the
statement might seem justifiable, at least for fighting and bombing planes, for where
training, liaison and reconnaissance machines were concerned it was not very clear what
adaptation was necessary in order to render a civil machine suitable for such military
purposes. In the case of fighters and bombers, it might be objected that the machines
must primarily be adapted for such service. He would willingly recognise the force of
this argument if adaptation were an operation involving lengthy work and fundamental
alterations. Such adaptation could, however, be carried out in an extremely short time,
rendered easier in that it was only too simple to construct machines built in peace-time
in such a way as to facilitate their adaptation for fighting and bombardment. It was
further perfectly possible for aviators to carry portable arms and to drop bombs by hand,
without necessity for any preliminary adaptation of their machines for military purposes.

In the name of the three delegations, the Yugoslav delegation therefore requested
the Commission to amend the paragraph on civil aviation as suggested in its proposal.

Colonel DE BAURAIN (Poland) without enlarging on his delegation's views on civil
aviation and disarmament, had one or two technical remarks to make on paragraph I (b).

All the members of the Sub-Committee had agreed that "means of warfare dropped or
launched from the air " should come under the criteria specified by the General Commission,
and that the possibility of transporting such means of warfare on board aircraft depended on
certain technical criteria which had been specified. These criteria did not exclude civil
aircraft, since any civil machine could be used for the transport of projectiles; a machine
serving such a purpose merely constituted a means of transport. Thus the majority of the
Commission was right in recognising that it was necessary to insert paragraph (b) in Section I.

Obviously, the main point was the use to which an object was put, not the object
itself.

The Polish delegation, and some others, attached special importance to recognition of
the possibility of using civil aircraft for military purposes because such means of transport
enabled an enemy to fly at a moment's notice over foreign territory carrying a load of
projectiles.

Though in full agreement with the substance of paragraph I (b), the Polish delegation
had submitted a reservation regarding the words "after adaptation for military purposes "
The reason for this was that civil aircraft could be used for transporting projectiles without
special adaptation, or in any case without any adaptation of importance. The object of
the reservation was to emphasise the fact that civil aircraft could at any moment be made
to form part of a country's armed forces; all that was required was a decision to use them
for military purposes, coupled with the requisitioning of the machines. The very fact,
therefore, that such material existed could at any given moment create a disproportion
between the armaments of the nations. Thus the essential factor was the requisitioning
of civil machines, not their adaptation; hence, the Polish delegation proposed the deletion
of the words " after adaptation for military purposes " in I (b).

M. HOTTA (Japan) pointed out that the Japanese delegation had in sub-committee
submitted a reservation identical with that of the Polish delegation. Adaptation for military
purposes was not an essential condition when converting a civil machine into an integral part
of a country's air armaments. The Japanese delegation considered that all civil aircraft
could become offensive weapons, and therefore supported the amendment proposed by
the Roumanian, Czechoslovak and Yugoslav delegations.
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M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) was opposed to the inclusion of civil aviation as such.
The question referred to the Air Commission by the General Commission covered
armaments, and armaments only. A civil aeroplane was no more an armament than was
a car or a merchant vessel.

The only way in which prevention of the abuse of civil aviation could be provided
for was, as he had already stated, that employed by the German delegation by the use
of the words " or are requisitioned by such force " in its proposal. He must therefore vote
against the amendment proposed.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America), too, could not vote in favour of the amendment
as submitted. Speaking from the practical point of view, civil aviation in the United
States - and particularly the air mail service - had become such an integral part of the
nation's life that it would no more be possible to take over all machines in time of war
than to requisition all railway cars or automobiles. Further, many civil machines presented
so slight a military value that they would never be worth taking over. Hence, the
amendment proposed did not present a true picture.

Though he did not intend to ask for a vote upon it, he felt that agreement could no
doubt be reached if the words " and under certain circumstances any civil aircraft which
might be incorporated into the military forces of a State could be used to subserve military
ends " were added to the Sub-Committee's text. This would meet the case both of countries
which might consider it possible to take over all civil machines and of those which would
never propose to do so.

M. RUTGERS (Netherlands) was not sure how the general statement given in
paragraph I (b) would affect the reply to be made to the General Commission. He
therefore proposed that this statement and the amendments thereto should be reserved
until later.

M. DUMIESNIL (France) proposed that the end of the discussion should be postponed
until the next meeting, in order to enable delegations to study fully both the letter and
the spirit of the three amendments submitted.

Replying to M. Rutgers, he thought the Air Commission should consider the question
of civil aviation there and then, since any aeroplane could be used, in a greater or less degree,
for military purposes. He would refer him to the passage on this subject given in the
report of Sub-Commission A, Chapter V, paragraph 3 (document C.739.M.278.1926.IX,
page 50).

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) pointed out that the Commission's
task would be simplified if the Rapporteur would prepare a single text covering all the
amendments proposed.

NINTH MEETING

Held on Friday, May 20th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

President: M. DE MADARIAGA.

12. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION IN THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G. 28(2)):
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

Section I, parag'raph (b).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read the following joint text drawn up by
the delegations who had submitted proposals at the previous meeting and some others
to replace paragraph I (b) of the report:

" Civil aircraft, to the extent that they might be incorporated into the armed
forces of a State, could in varying degrees subserve military ends. "

MI. VALLOTTON (Switzerland) said that two questions were raised here. The first, one
of substance, was whether a part or the whole of a country's civil aviation could, with or
without conversion, become an integral part of its air armaments. The second was a
question apart: the German delegation had asked whether, since civil aviation was not
an armament, the Commission had any right to discuss it. M. Rutgers had taken this view
in stating, at the previous meeting, that the General Commission had not asked this question.
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In order to direct the discussion along the right lines, he would point out that at the
Commission's sixth meeting the Italian delegation had brought up the question of civil
aviation, and several other countries seemed to share its interpretation of the resolution
of April 22nd. In the document containing the replies of April 28th (document Conf.
D./C.A.13), the Spanish, French, Polish, Roumanian and Czechoslovak delegations had
all voiced the same view on the question of civil aviation. The Japanese delegation, too,
had taken up a similar position in supporting at the previous day's meeting the proposal
submitted by the Roumanian, Czechoslovak and Yugoslav delegations. Lastly, Germany
too had replied in the affirmative to this initial question. Its reply, given in the document
to which he had referred, consisted of a general proposal, followed by definitions, and he
would draw special attention to No. 5 of these, which referred to aircraft "which form part
of the equipment of any armed force or are requisitioned by such force ". An armed
force, however, only requisitioned things which did not belong to it ; in the present case
they would be civil machines.

The inference was that the Air Commission was competent to deal with th e question
of civil aviation. The problem was undoubtedly complex, but the Commission must not
shirk its duty, and he therefore considered that paragraph I (b) should be discussed.

The PRESIDENT agreed with M. Vallotton, more especially as the question of civil
aviation had in fact been laid before the Conference more than three months previously,
since when it had been dealt with constantly. A discussion on the Commission's
competence to deal with the matter must necessarily be purely theoretical, and hence of
secondary importance.

M. FIERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) thanked the United States delegate for the amendment
he had submitted at the previous meeting, the sense of which was alnost identical with
that of the proposal submitted by the Boumanian, Czechoslovak and Yugoslav delegations.
His delegation would support the Rapporteur's text.

He endorsed all that the Swiss delegate had said, adding that, if the General
Commission were to receive a report dealing with all the aspects of the problem, it would
be regrettable if the Air Commnission envisaged the problem of aviation without taking
any account of civil aviation.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary) proposed on behalf of his delegation that "armed forces "
should read "air forces ".

He explained that civil aviation was of no military value except to countries possessing
a military air force also. In support of this theory, he read the following paragraph from
the report of Sub-Commission A (document C.739.M.278.1926.IX): " The military value
of the commercial fleets of a country, as a whole, varies in proportion to its own size and
the size of the naval forces of the country " (page 151, No. 5). In the same way, a country
possessing no military air force could not incorporate its air force into its armed forces.

Lieutenant-Colonel NAOUMOVITCHI (Yugoslavia) preferred to leave the text as it
stood. Civil aviation, even when backed by no military air force, could be used for military
purposes in time of war. Paragraph I (b), however, dealt with war-time, not peace-time.

1. FIERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) confessed that he did not quite see the force of the
Hungarian delegate's argument. He too was in favour of maintaining the text proposed
by the Rapporteur.

M1. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Bapporteur, also preferred to leave his text as it stood. If, by
some miracle, the Conference succeeded in abolishing all military aviation, it was obvious
that civil aviation would present a certain importance from the military point of view.

M. LANGOVOY (UTnion of Soviet Socialist Republics) had not opposed the adoption of
paragraph I (b) in the Sub-Conmmittee. The idea expressed therein was accurate, but was
the paragraph in its right placet Section I dealt with offensive weapons; since civil aviation
was not a weapon, paragraph (b) was out of place there. Some might hold that civil
aviation was an armament, but if so why was there no mention of it in the particulars
supplied by the various States to the League and given in the Armaments Year-Boo7?
He would therefore abstain from voting.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary), in reply to the Bapporteur, referred the Commission to the
following extract from a declaration made in Sub-Commission A by the United States
delegation, on the assessment of the military value of civil aircraft: " An attempt to convey
the impression that civil aircraft may be efficiently used for military purposes conveys
a false idea to the Preparatory Commission " (document C.739.M.278.1926.IX, page 155,
Section C). He therefore wished his proposal to stand.
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Mr. Norman DAVIS (United States of America) pointed out that the Hungarian
delegate had referred to the first part only of the United States declaration made in Sub-
Commission A. He had only to read the rest of the paragraph to see that it was in
thorough agreement with the proposal under discussion. It went on to say: "While
some civilian aircraft may be used for some military purposes, in the same way that some
civilian automobiles may be used for some military purposes, the inclusion of all civil
aircraft in considering the air strength of a country is untenable from the point of view
of the limitation and reduction of armaments. "

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) agreed, in principle, with the Soviet delegate. He
could not recognise the Commission's competence to deal with civil aviation, nor could he
accept the remarks made by some speakers on the military value of civil aircraft. He
supported the Hungarian proposal and also that of the Rapporteur, which he considered
met the German view earlier expressed.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary) acknowledged that the United States delegate's remarks
were not without foundation. If a State had no army, however, there was no means
of incorporating motor cars into it; similarly, where no military air force existed civil
aircraft could not be incorporated either. He would not press for a vote on his amendment
but would like his remarks to be referred to in the report.

The Commission adopted the Rapporteur's text for Section I, paragraph (b), the German
delegation abstaining, and the Hungarian amendment to be mentioned in the Report.

Section I, Paragraph (c).

AM. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read Section I, paragraph (c), as follows:

" Independent of the offensive character which air armaments may derive from
their use, their capacity for offensive action depends on certain of their constructional
characteristics."

The Commission adopted Section I, paragraph (c), the German delegation abstaining.

Section I, Paragraph (d).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read Section I, paragraph (d), as follows:

"The capacity for offensive action of air armaments resulting from such
constructional characteristics should first be considered from the point of view of the
efficacy of such armaments against national defence and, secondly, from the point
of view of the threat offered thereby to the civilian population."

The Commission adopted Section I, paragraph (d), the German delegation abstaining.

Section II.

M. BOHEMiAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read Section II, as follows:

" (a) The aircraft forming a part of the air armaments of a country that may
be regarded as most efficacious against national defence are those capable of the most
effective direct action by the dropping or launching of means of warfare of any kind.

" (b) The efficacy against national defence of an aircraft forming part of such
armaments, and considered individually, depends upon its useful load and its capability
of arriving at its objective.

"(c) The useful load of aircraft is determined by a large number of variable
factors. Among these the Sub-Committee has noted, for purposes of examination,
the unladen weight, the horse-power and the wing area for aeroplanes, and the volume
and horse-power for dirigibles.

" Although it is difficult to arrive at formulaB, since they are subject to modification
or revision in view of the continual technical progress that is being made, the Sub-
Committee considers that, for purposes of comparison, the useful load of aircraft
can be measured:

" For aeroplanes: by unladen weight, horse-power and the ratio between
horse-power and wing area;

" For dirigibles: by volume and horse-power.

" (d) Means of warfare of every kind to be launched from the air are efficacious
against national defence in proportion to their capacity to prevent or delay the
production, concentration and utilisation of means of defence."
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The Rapporteur also read the following comments on Section II:

"The delegations of the United States of America, the Argentine Republic,
the French Republic, and the United Kingdom think is necessary to state that, as
far as they are concerned, the air armaments most efficacious against national defence
may also, in certain circumstances, be the most efficiacious for their own national
defence."

The PRESIDENT pointed out that the amendment submitted two days earlier by the
German delegation covered the whole of the three Sections I, II and III. He presumed
that, as the Commission had rejected the amendment where Section I wa concerned, this
decision applied to Section II also.

M. GAJARDO (Chile) stated that his delegation endorsed the reservation made in
regard to this Section.

M. DUMESNIL (France) stated that the delegations which had submitted this
reservation would only be too glad if it could be included in the actual text of Section II.
He hoped that the majority of the delegations would see no objection to so doing. No
delegation could question the sound sense or the truth of the statement, and he therefore
proposed that the Commission should vote upon the inclusion in Section II of the
reservation submitted by the United States, Argentine, French, United Kingdom and
Chilian delegations.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) acknowledged that the statement was sound, but as the
Air Commission had not been asked the question, nor called upon to give an opinion on
this point, he thought it better not to include the reservation in the text.

The PRESIDENT pointed out that there were three possible solutions. The paragraph
could be left in its present place, it could be incorporated in Section II, labelled as the
opinion of certain stated delegations, or it could be incorporated in Section II without
comment or mention of the names of the delegations supporting it.

M. LANGE (Norway) considered that the question raised by this reservation was not
only superfluous but lay outside the discussion. He could not support a suggestion to
include it in any form in Section II.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) said be dreaded a reopening of the previous day's discussion
on Paragraph I (a). Inclusion of the reservation in question in Section II once again
called in question the defensive character of armaments. The Swedish delegation would
not vote for such inclusion.

M. DUMESNIL (France) considered that if the text were adopted by the Commission
it would be well for the whole Commission, and not only the present signatories, to endorse
it and so include in its report what was after all nothing more nor less than a fundamental
truth where international security was concerned.

The PRESIDENT said that the Air Commission was at perfect liberty to insert the idea
where it chose. Unless the French delegation insisted on a vote it might well be left as it
stood.

M. DUMESNIL (France) saw no objection to taking a vote on the point.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that the Commission
must keep to facts. Its answer to the General Commission was not given simply to be
shelved. It must reply as to which weapons were offensive, for these weapons were to
be subject to special control. Obviously any offensive weapon also possessed defensive
characteristics, but, if the reservation submitted by the five delegations were inserted
in Section II, it would render the text of this section incompatible with the General
Commission's purposes.

M. QUINTANA (Argentine) stated that his delegation supported the French proposal that
the reservation should be inserted in Section II.

The PRESIDENT put to the vote the insertion in Section II of the following new
paragraph:

" The air armaments most efficacious against national defence may also in certain
circumstances be the most efficacious for their own national defence. "

AIR COM MIHSSION 3
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A vote was taken by roll-call, the delegations voting as follows:

For the inclusion of the paragraph : Argentine, Bolivia, Brazil, United Kingdom, Canada,
Chile, Czechoslovakia, France, Greece, India, Japan, Poland, Portugal, Roumania,
Switzerland, United States of America, Yugoslavia.

Against: Austria, Belgium, Bulgaria, China, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, Germany,
Hungary, Italy, Latvia, Lithuania, Mexico, Netherlands, Norway, Siam, Spain, Sweden,
Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

The proposal was rejected by 20 votes to 17.

The PRESIDENT stated that the comment on Section II would figure in the report
as at present situated, but as having been submitted by seventeen delegations.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked that the number of delegations
voting for and against the previous day's proposal should also be specified in the report.

Agreed.

Section II, Paragraph (a).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read the text, as follows:

" The aircraft forming a part of the air armaments of a country that may be
regarded as most efficacio s against national defence are those capable of the most
effective direct action by the dropping or launching of means of warfare of any kind. "

The Rapporteur added that the following amendment had been submitted by the
Netherlands delegation:

"In II (a), instead of the most effective direct action ' read ' direct action'.

"Continue under (a): 'Consequently, amongst the most specifically offensive
weapons must be mentioned (apart from chemical and bacteriological means of
warfare with which a special committee has been appointed to deal), in the first place,
bombing planes ; in the next place, aerial bombs of every kind ; and, lastly, instruments
for aiming and launching such bombs.' "

Captain GAUW (Netherlands) explained why his delegation had submitted an
amendment to this paragraph. Section II dealt with the means of defining the weapons
most specifically offensive against national defence. The object of the Netherlands
delegation's proposal was to simplify the Air Commission's task in so doing. The proposal
did not attempt to replace the existing text, but departed from it in that, before dealing
with technical considerations, it expressed a definite view on the most important point:
the designation of all bombing-aircraft, and all arms coming within this category, as a most
offensive weapon. Hence, the Netherlands delegation proposed that not aircraft capable
of the most effective direct action but all bombing-aircraft should be covered. Moreover,
as the "most specifically offensive weapons " had not yet been formally defined, this
definition - a direct reply to the very question asked by the General Commission- was
given in the text proposed under (a) in the Netherlands amendment.

To state the reasons why all bombing-aircraft should come under the head of most
offensive weapons seemed almost superfluous. The strategic principle that the chief
elements of effective offence were surprise and the possibility of swift concentration
of forces at a given spot, was only too well known. Bombing-aircraft possessed these
qualities in the highest possible degree. The eminently offensive nature of such aircraft
was generally recognised. In asking the Technical Commissions to indicate the most
offensive weapons - namely, those to which qualitative limitation was to be applied -
the General Commission certainly expected to see bombing aircraft among the first to be
mentioned. Had it not before it the French delegation's proposals for qualitative limitation,
suggesting - under Section I - the placing of all bombing aircraft at the disposal of
the League of Nations? The reason for the proposal was that it covered the weapon
in itself the most offensive and the most threatening to civilians.

The Netherlands delegation considered that a statement that all bombing-aircraft
was offensive seemed quite straightforward, and presented no insurmountable difficulties
for the possible application of a convention containing measures for qualitative
limitation. In any case such application would be supervised by the Permanent
Disarmament Commission provided for by the draft Convention. There was nothing,
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moreover, to prevent the supplementing of this general statement by technical particulars
dealing with the unladen weight, the horse-power and wing area of aeroplanes or with the
volume and horse-power of dirigibles.

The Air Commission's reply to the General Commission would be clearer if such technical
details were preceded by a general statement covering all bombing-aircraft. Technical
knowledge would not be essential to an understanding of the Air Commission's views,
and the General Commission would find in a reply of this kind, supplemented by technical
particulars, a solid foundation upon which to base its political decisions. Such a reply
would be comprehensive not only to politicians but also to the public itself, which would
scarcely be satisfied with exclusively technical formulae.

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, explained why it had not been possible for the
Sub-Committee to include the ideas contained in the Netherlands amendment in the report
itself. Proposals made by various delegations dealt with the abolition of bombing-aircraft.
Others suggested a classification of such machines according to the use made of them. The
Sub-Committee had, however, unanimously considered that a classification on this basis was
impossible. The very term "bombing aircraft " was not, technically speaking, sufficiently
precise. The necessary technical particulars must be sought, for the mere designation by
name of a particular category of machine was meaningless.

M. FIERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) agreed with the Bapporteur. The Netherlands
amendment was excellent in that its terms were less vague than the original, but he was not
sure that it was possible to limit, for instance, aerial bombs. Thus his delegation could not
accept the Netherlands amendment, though its sense scarcely differed from that of the
report.

Captain GAUW (Netherlands), in reply to the question: " What is a bombing aircraft? "
said that all States possessing military aircraft classed their air effectives in different
categories: bombers, fighters, chasers and so on. The machines covered by the
Netherlands amendment were military aeroplanes constructed as bombing-machines,
intended for that purpose, and called " bombing aircraft ". The Netherlands delegation
considered that a machine of another type could not be termed a bomber simply because
its pilot, seized with sudden madness while in flight, tore the compass from is socket and
hurled it overboard.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) pointed out to the Netherlands delegate
that the Rapporteur had experienced great difficulty in arriving, in the Sub-Committee, at a
satisfactory text. To his mind, the classification of the degree of offensiveness by
nomenclature was quite impracticable. In the British air force, for instance, the term
"bombing aircraft " did not constitute a definition; there were bombing squadrons and
reconnaissance squadrons but, in many cases, both used the same machines. Indeed,
as far as he knew, no military aircraft existed which was not equipped to carry bombs.
As the Netherlands amendment carried the Commission into an entirely new field, he
hoped that M. Gauw would not press it.

M. DUMESNIL (France) asked the Air Commission not to consider the Netherlands
proposal. The French delegation had in its memorandum proposed that bombing-aircraft
should be placed at theLeague's disposal, but this was at the head of a paragraph giving
definite particulars, a glance at which would show their purport. The French, like the
United Kingdom delegation, considered that all aeroplanes could be looked upon as
bombers and that this technical term must be more clearly defined.

As regarded the other proposal made in the Netherlands amendment, he saw no reason
for substituting the words " direct action " for "the most effective direct action ". It
was only necessary to refer to the beginning of the Sub-Committee's report, where it was
clearly stated that the Air Commission was called upon to define "the weapons being
the most efficacious against national defence". The reply was straightforward; those
weapons " capable of the most effective direct action ". Instruments for dropping or
launching purposes were not weapons. Lastly, the French delegate supported the text
given in the Sub-Committee's report.

M. QUINTANA (Argentine) was also in favour of this text.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy), too, agreed with the United Kingdom, French and
Argentine delegations that the text should be maintained as it stood.
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M. VALLOTTON (Switzerland) felt that the Netherlands text did not in substance differ
to any great extent from that adopted by the Sub-Committee. Its sole advantage was that
it was clearer from the point of view of the man in the street. The Air Commission,
however, was not dealing with the man in the street; its task was to supply a technical
basis for the General Commission's work. Perhaps the Rapporteur could meet the
Netherlands delegation by indicating the general sense of its proposal in his report to the
General Commission.

Captain GAUW (Netherlands), in order to simplify the Committee's task, was ready to
withdraw his amendment, subject to the inclusion in the report of a note on the lines
suggested by the Swiss delegate.

The Commission adopted Section II, paragraph (a), the German delegation abstaining.

TENTH MEETING

Held on Monday, May 23rd, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.

President: M. DE MADAIRIAGA.

13. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION IN THE IESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G.28(2)):
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

Section II, Paragraph (b).

lI. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read paragraph II (b), worded as follows:

The efficacy against national defence of an aircraft forming part of such
armaments, and considered individually, depends upon its useful load and its capability
of rriving at its objective."

The following comments had been made on II (b) 

"The Japanese delegation has proposed the following addition to II (b)
and III (b) 

" The useful load of aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or by warships
fitted with landing-on platforms (or landing decks) is to be regarded as being
increased by the fact of the mobility of the ships on which they are carried.'

" Without going into the merits of this proposal, the Sub-Committee was of the
opinion that, as the Naval Commission had discussed the question of aircraft-carriers
and the aeroplanes belonging to them at a public meeting, the plenary Air Commission
ought to do the same. It considered the possibility of the appointment of a joint
naval and air commission to deal with this problem as a whole."

M. HOTTA (Japan) said that the Japanese delegation was of opinion that the mobility
of the base of action of aircraft gave such craft a specifically offensive character, and
certain countries were more particularly exposed to attacks from machines carried on
board aircraft-carriers or warships equipped with landing-on platforms (or decks).

As the reasons which had led the Japanese delegation to view this category of weapons
as offensive in character had been fully explained in its reply to the note of the President
of the General Commission (document Conf. D./C.A. 13), M. Hotta would not nter into
details, but would merely ask the Commission to adopt the insertion of the proposed
paragraph immediately after paragraphs II (b) and III (b).

The PRESIDENT pointed out that this question had also been discussed by the Naval
Commission, and the Air Commission could do no more than to state that the power of
action of aircraft carried on board special ships was increased by the radius of action of
these ships. A mixed body, either an ad hoc committee or a restricted committee composed
of the Presidents and Rapporteurs of the Air and Naval Commissions, could then deal
with: the question. He asked the Japanese delegation if it was prepared to accept this
solution.
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M1. HOTTA (Japan) asked that, if the question was not discussed in the Air Commission,
the report that the latter submitted to the General Commission should also mention the
especially offensive character of machines carried on aircraft-carriers or warships specially
adapted for that purpose.

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Bapporteur, suggested that, in the addition proposed by the
Japanese delegation, the phrase " useful load " should be changed to "radius of action".
Thus modified, the Japanese proposal could be inserted in the report, and it could be added
that, as the aircraft carried in this way were generally small machines, they had in themselves
only a limited radius of action. The text thus modified would meet with the unanimous
approval of the Air Commission; and the principal question would remain within the
province of the Naval Commission, to which it essentially belonged.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked that the report should mention
that the Soviet delegation agreed with the position taken by Japan.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) considered that, if the Air Commission intended
to vote upon the adoption of the Japanese proposal as part of Section II, the members
should bear in mind the fact that the section in question dealt with aircraft in general.

A special paragraph dealing with ship-based aircraft would give an impression that
the Commission considered aircraft so based more offensive than aircraft taking off from
the land. This was obviously not the case, and the amendment might therefore tend to
create a false impresssion

From the technical point of view, too, the amendment was open to question, since the
useful load of a machine taking off an aircraft-carrier was usually less than that of a machine
of the same weight empty taking off the land. His delegation must therefore vote against
the Japanese proposal.

Mt. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought it would be more accurate
to say that the offensive character of aeroplanes carried on aircraft-carriers was increased
by the fact that they could carry a larger quantity of destructive weapons, while they
needed less fuel. This question was so serious that it was the subject, not only of a reser-
vation on the part of certain delegations, but also of an addition at the end of paragraph II (b).

M. HOTTA (Japan), replying to the statement of the United States delegate, pointed
out that it was precisely because machines carried on aircraft-carriers were of a specifically
offensive character that his delegation had proposed this amendment.

M. MASSIGLI (France) feared that a misunderstanding had arisen owing to the fact
that the Japanese amendment had not been presented at the proper place.

Two facts were certain: firstly, the radius of action of aircraft was increased through
being carried on an aircraft-carrier ; secondly, the fact that the aircraft is launched from an
aircraft-carrier and lands on it implied certain consequences tending to limit the useful
load of the aeroplane. These two facts affected in different ways the offensive capacity of
aeroplanes in general.

The Japanese amendment tended to give an offensive character to all aeroplanes
carried by aircraft-carriers, without taking into account the principle laid down in paragraph
II (a).

For this reason, the French delegation proposed to insert after paragraph (c) of Section
I a remark which, it hoped, would meet with the Commission's unanimous approval:

"In particular, aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or by warships equipped
with landing-on platforms (or decks) are in a special situation from the point of view of
their employ and their offensive capability."

M. HOTTA (Japan) declared that his delegation agreed to the French proposal.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) thought there was a certain risk in
accepting the French proposal. An amendment dealing with aircraft-carriers only embarked
on an entirely new field and might involve the Committee in mention of methods of employ,
starting-points and other details.

He would prefer the amendment to figure in the report as an observation, and so
drafted as not to bear directly upon the question of useful load. Obviously, an aeroplane
carried on a mobile aircraft-carrier had an increased radius, and the Japanese delegation's
point to this effect might be met by the adoption of the following text:

" The effect of embarking aircraft in warships may - independent of the useful
load of such aircraft - be equivalent to increasing their radius of action. "

The advantage of this text was that it left aside the whole question of useful load.
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M. HOTTA (Japan) declared that he preferred the solution suggested by the French
delegation.

In these circumstances, Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) withdrew his
proposal.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany), speaking from the point of view of a country
deprived of all military aircraft, could not admit any difference in degree of offensiveness
between the various categories of machines. The sense of the Japanese amendment -
that aeroplanes which could be transported nearer to a country became more offensive -
was obviously correct; but he would point out that the geographical situation of some
countries meant that enemy aeroplanes could fly over their principal centres at a few
minutes' notice. He could support none of the views held in the Committee and would
abstain from voting.

His delegation hoped to see the total abolition of aircraft-carriers.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought that the French proposal
went counter to the Japanese text. If a vote were taken on the French amendment, the
Soviet delegation would abstain and formulate a reservation in the sense of the Japanese
proposal.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) thought there were difficulties inherent in the
French proposal. If ship-based aircraft were placed in a special category it was only logical
that certain types of land aircraft, especially those with bases near frontiers, should be
specifically mentioned also. He proposed that a small drafting committee should be
appointed to find a satisfactory formula.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) saw no objection to setting up a drafting
committee, but thought that the Commission must definitely decide whether the draft
submitted should apply to Section II only or to all three sections - I, II and III.

M. MASSIGLI (France) said that his delegation also agreed to the idea that a drafting
committee should be set up. But, contrary to the British suggestion, he thought that,
before deciding in the abstract where the adopted text should be inserted, the text itself
should be drawn up.

The PRESIDENT replied that it would be for the drafting committee to indicate the
place where the text should be inserted. This Committee could be composed of the delegates
of Japan, the United Kingdom, France, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, the United
States of America and Italy ; it would be presided over by the Bapporteur.

The President's proposal was adopted.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary) said that his delegation was anxious to help the Commission
to progress in its work and would take part in the discussion, although it had been in favour
of a text other than the one submitted. The delegation reserved its right to give its definite
opinion at the end of the debate.

It submitted an amendment to paragraph II (b) which would be explained by the
expert of the delegation.

M. SZENTKERESZTESSY (Hungary) declared, on behalf of his delegation, that, in the
last sentence of paragraphs II (b) and III (b), the terms " capability " and " objective "
were not clear and precise enough and were liable to give rise to misunderstanding. The idea
of capability was very complicated; it implied radius of action, navigation, atmospheric
conditions and, in particular, superiority against anti-aircraft defence. For the sake of
clearness, therefore, all these factors should be enumerated.

The word " objective " could mean either the possible consequences which the attack
on the objective might have on subsequent operations, or the objective itself, or the furthest
point of the aircraft's radius of action, etc. It was therefore also necessary to define the
meaning to be given to this term.

It was especially in the interests of the smaller States that the Hungarian delegation
considered it essential that these terms should be defined. It considered that the efficacy
and threat of an aircraft depended, to a large extent, on the objective chosen-namely,
whether this objective was of great importance, whether it was very vulnerable, and whether
the consequences of the attack against it on subsequent operations were important. In
these conditions, efficacy and threat could be of decisive value.

The Hungarian delegation agreed with the other delegations in thinking that the choice
of objective was a tactical and strategical matter, and, consequently, this factor could not
be introduced in the text. On the other hand, vulnerability was a purely technical idea,
in direct relation to the efficacy of air weapons and the threat they involved, for the vulner-
ability of an objective depended on its nature, dimensions and shape; on the distance
between it and the lines of flight and taking-off grounds; on the defence works intended
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to protect it, etc. The study of vulnerability was therefore likely to lead the Commission
to practical results.

The Hungarian delegation did not wish to examine these questions in detail, but
thought it was sufficient that they had had the opportunity of drawing the Air Commission's
attention to them. Consequently, the Hungarian delegation proposed the following text
for paragraph II (b):

"The efficacy against national defence of an aircraft . . . depends upon its
useful load, its capability of arriving at its objective and the vulnerability of this
objective."

M. MASSIGLI (France) considered that the observations of the Hungarian delegation
were both helpful and correct. Similar considerations had led the French delegation in the
Sub-Committee to propose the draft questionnaire annexed to the report. If the French
delegation voted in favour of the Hungarian proposal, it would do so because it was confident
that, at the end of the discussion, the Commission would examine this questionnaire.

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) said that paragraph II (b) stipulated that
efficacy against national defence depended on the " useful load " and the "capability
cf arriving at the objective ". Paragraph II (c) laid down variable factors (unladen weight,
horse-power and relation of horse-power to wing area) which could be used in measuring
the useful load; but it did not mention those factors which should be used in measuring
the capability of arriving at the objective, nor did it mention in what way the variable
factors chosen to measure the useful load should be considered. The Air Commission must
fill in this gap, if it desired to give a precise reply to the General Commission.

The capability of arriving at the objective could be considered from two different
points of view - radius of action and facility of flying high. The latter consideration was
the most important in attacking a militarily defended point, whereas the former was of
greater importance in attacking an undefended civil population.

The high flying capacity of an aircraft might be measured by the formula:

Horse-power per kilogramme

/ horse-power per square metre.

If the useful load were measured by the unladen weight, which was supposed to be
proportional to the total weight in a suitably constructed machine, the product of the
two formula would correspond approximately to the measure of the machine's efficacy
against national defence in accordance with the following formula:

Horse-power

\/ horse-power per square metre.

On the other hand, the threat to civil population could be measured simply by the
unladen weight.

To check the value of these formule, M. Herrera had made a statistical examination
of all the military machines, numbering more than 800, given in the 1931 Taschenbuch der
Luftflotten (military part). He had discovered that, with very rare exceptions, the line of
demarcation between machines which the Governments concerned called "bombers " and
all other machines occurred when the answer to the formula:

Horse-power

/ horse-power per square metre

was 300. It was the same in measuring unladen weight. Calculations had shown that the
unladen weight of so-called bombers was more than two tons and that of other machines
less than this figure, thus justifying the above hypothesis.

In respect of the degree of efficacy against national defence, if the useful load and the
machine's capability of arriving at its objective in flying at the necessary altitude (namely,
the altitude determined by the national defence's means of defence against aircraft) were
taken into account, it could be measured by the ratio :

Motor horse-power
3 

\/ horse-power per square metre of wing area.

In the case of dirigibles, the degree of efficacy was in direct ratio to their capability.

The PRESIDENT said that the Spanish delegate's technical observations, which covered
both paragraphs II (b) and II (e), would be considered in detail when the Commission came
to paragraph II (c).

Mt. NYGREN (Sweden), referring to the Hungarian proposal, said that the Commission
should not lose sight of its aim- namely, to arrive at a qualitative reduction of air
armaments. If they wished to succeed, they would have, sooner or later, to agree on the
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limnits above which armaments would have to be submitted to special regulations. In seeking
these limits, it would certainly be difficult to take into account all the possible variable
factors concerning the vulnerability of the various objectives.

The Swedish delegate considered that the only starting-point to be adopted was that
afforded by the characteristics of the weapons themselves, disregarding the relative
importance of the opposing forces after an aggression, which was henceforward to be
avoided as far as possible.

While recognising that the remarks of the Hungarian delegation were indubitably
correct, M. Nygren considered it preferable to adopt the text of paragraph II (b) without the
H1ungsarian amendmlent. If, however, the Cormmission was unanimously in favour of the
Hungarian proposal, the Swedish delegation, being anxious not to impede the Commission's
work, woruld make no difficulty.

I. RUTGERS (Netherlands) did not feel sure that, in mentioning useful load under
paragraph II (b), the Commission would be remaining within tihefield of qualitativelimitation.
The useful load might be carried by a larger or smaller number of aircraft, without affecting
its efficacy. It made little difference whether the projectiles were dropped from a single
machine or from. a number. For those reasons he thought that the question of the useful
load came under the quantitative heading.

The PESIDaENT thought that the Netherlands delegate's observation was due to a
misunderst-anding. It was plain that the Commission was dealing with the field of quali-
tative limi-tation, and it must remain within that field. The words " considered individually "
in paragraiph II (b) were categorical in this respect. It was obvious that, in the case of a
single aircraft, its efficacy against national defence would be increased commensurately
with its useful load and its capability for attaining its objective. There was, therefore, no
confusion between the qualitative aspect of the question and quantitative conceptions.
Qualitastive considerations applied only to a single arm, taken individually.

M,. RUTGERS (Netherlands) explained that he had been under the impression that the
President was supporting the Hungarian amendment. He concurred in the Swedish
delegation's observations concerning that amendment. The only object of his previous
rem ariks had been to bring out the fact that the offensive character of an air arm was to be
found in its capacity for carrying a specific useful load, but he did not consider that the
useful load affected the qualitative character of an arm.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) had no objection, in principle, to the
idea underlying the Hungarian amendment, but thought that it might lead the Commission
into long and profitless debate on later paragraphs in the report. In his view, the substance
of the Hungarian amendment was contained in paragraph II (b) as it stood. As the
addition made so little difference, he would ask the Hungarian delegate whether he

lmust press his point.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary) said that the only object of the Hungarian delegation in
emphasising the offensive character of an arm considered in relation to the place of arrival
and not the place of departure had been to draw the Air Commission's attention to the
question of vulnerability. That matter might, perhaps, arise later. The Hungarian
delegation would not press its amendment and did not ask that a vote should be taken on it.
It would be satisfied with a mention in the report.

i-he Commi'nsosion adopltcd Section II, Paragraph (b), the Austrian, German and
Netherlands 'elegations abstaining.

On the proposal of M. MASSIGLI (France), paragraph II (c) was postponed to a later
meeting, to enable the members of the Commission to receive a complete summary of the
important technical declaration made by the Spanish delegate.

Section II, Paragraph (d).

MlI. BorIEBMAN (Sweden) . Rapporteur, read paragraph II (d), as follows:

"Means of warfare of every kind to be launched from the air are efficacious
against national defence in proportion to their capacity to prevent or delay the
production, concentration and utilisation of means of defence."

1M. /RUTGERS (Netherlands) said that his delegation, being in favour of the complete
prohibition of bombing from the air, could not agree to a distinction between the various
means of warfare, which would not take the Commission very far. He abstained solely
in the matter of bombing planes and not in that of fighting, reconnaissance planes, etc.
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M. MASSIGLI (France) had not attended the Sub-Committee's meetings and had some
difficulty in understanding the meaning of this paragraph. He had doubts as to the
expediency of the text proposed and did not even feel sure that the General Commission
or public opinion would understand it. For these reasons, he would prefer the Air
Commission to go back to the following text, which had been proposed by the United States
delegation to the Sub-Committee; it expressed a self-evident truth on which at least
everyone could agree:

" Means of warfare launched from the air are efficacious against national defence
in relation to the material effects they produce. "

The Commission , dopted this latter formula, in th'- amended form given below, in place
of paragraph (d) of the report, the German, Arustrian, Netherlands and Soviet delegations
abstaining:

"The efficacy against national defence of means of warfare launched from the air
is in proportion to the material effect which they are capable of producing. "

ELEVENTH MEETING

Held on Monday, May 23rd, 1932, at 4 p.m.

President': M. DE MADA.KIAGA.

14. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS RIEFEREID TO TH.E: COMMISSION IN ITI- BESOLIJTION
OF THE GE:NERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (documei t Conf. D./C.G. 28(2)):
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of discussion).

Section !T1, Paragraph (a).

M. BOHEnMAN (Sweden), Bapporteur, read Section III, paragraph (a), namely :

"The aircraft forming part of the air armaments of a country w-hich can be regarded
as the most threatening to the civil population are those capable of the most effective
direct action by the dropping or launching of means of warfare of any kind; this efficacy
depends primarily upon the nature of the means of warfare employed and th manner
in which they are employed."

The Rapporteur reminded the Commission that, during the general discussion on the
three sections as a whole, the Portuguese representative hadr asked why the paragraph
"on III "had been included in the report. The paragraph in question was the following:

"In view of the existence of certain international engagements for the protection
of the civil population in time of war, the Sub-Committee considered that its role
should be limited to preparing a reply to the questions put by the General Commission
from the point of view of technical possibilities only, irrespective of any legal or political
standpoint."

The original proposal had come from the United States delegation, which had drawn
the Sub-Committee's attention to the Hague Convention and other international
engagements prohibiting bombing from the air, pointing out that if all States fulfilled their
obligations under these engagements the danger ceased to exist.

The Sub-Committee had thought it better to consider air armaments purely from the
technical point of view, but, to show that the existence of such engagements had been borne
in mind, had inserted the paragraph.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) had made the suggestion in the Sub-Committee,
not because he considered that existing engagements adequately covered the point, but
merely to show that they had not been overlooked.

M. D)AVILA LIMA (Portugal) was quite satisfied with the lRapporteur's explanation.
His only reason for raising the point was to draw attention to existing engagements in which
no distinction was made between offensive and defensive weapons.
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The PRESIDENT considered that the report of the Committee on Chemical and
Bacteriological Weapons might throw some light on this problem.

The Commission adopted Section III, paragraph (a), the German delegation abstaining.

Section III, Paragraph (b).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read Section III paragraph (b), namely:

"The degree of the threat to the civil population represented by an aircraft
forming part of these armaments, and considered individually, is in proportion to its
useful load and its capability of arriving at its objective. "

The Commission adopted Section III, paragraph (b), the German delegation abstaining.

Section III, Paragraph (c).

The Commisssion agreed to await M. Herrera's memorandum before discussing this
paragraph.

Section III, Paragraph (d).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read Section TII, paragraph (d) -- namely:

" Means of warfare of all kinds which are intended to be dropped from the air
may constitute a serious threat to the civil population.

" The means of warfare which are most threatening to the civil population are
those which, considered individually, produce the most extended action, the greatest
moral or material effect - that is to say, those which are the most capable of killing,
wounding and immobilising the inhabitants of centres of civil population or of
demoralising them - so far as concerns immediate consequences, and so far as concerns
future consequences, of impairing the vitality of human beings. Among these means
the Sub-Committee specially mentions poisonous gases, bacteria and incendiary and
explosive appliances."

The following comment had been made on III (d):

"The first paragraph gave rise to a somewhat lively discussion, and was accepted
only by a small majority. Certain delegations upheld the view that the very existence
of means of warfare of any kind intended to be dropped or launched from the air
involved a threat to the civil population."

M. IUTGERS (Netherlands) stated that the Netherlands delegation, feeling that in
"means of warfare intended to be dropped from the air" lay the gravest possible menace
to civilians, would prefer to strengthen the text by substituting the word " constitute"
for the existing " may constitute ". He would be willing to submit a formal proposal
to this effect if he found that other delegations shared his view.

M. BOHEIAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, said that the Sub-Committee had differed only on
the first part of paragraph III (d). On the second part they had been unanimous.

This first part covered not only the dropping of bombs, but means of warfare of all
kinds, thus including machine-gun bullets and other projectiles. A number of States had
considered that some types of projectile did not always constitute a menace to civilians;
others that no such means of warfare in themselves constituted a threat, what mattered
being the objective. Some delegations had preferred " constitute ", others " may constitute ",
others the deletion of the word " serious ".

Colonel MAARTUcI (Italy) stated that the Italian delegation would support an
amendment in the sense of the Netherlands delegate's remarks. He would be glad to see
the word " serious " deleted also.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) was in favour of the text giving the widest possible
interpretation.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) would be unable to support an
:mendment on the lines suggested by the Netherlands delegate. In explanation of the use
of the word " may " he pointed out that the text before the Sub-Committee had referred
to "civilian objectives ". The United Kingdom delegation was unable to recognise
tlhis term, considering that the mere existence of means of warfare did not necessarily
entail a threat to civilians. The important point was the method used or even the
intention behind the use of such means of warfare. It was essential to retain the word
" may " in order to avoid misleading the General Commission.
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M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) would be ready to support the
amendment submitted by the Netherlands delegation. His Government considered that
the very existence of air armaments constituted a menace to civil populations.

M. LANGE (Norway) agreed with M. Langovoy and asked the Netherlands delegate
to submit an amendment couched in the strongest possible terms. The very fact of
possessing such weapons created a temptation to use them and a consequent menace to
civilians.

M. RUTGERS (Netherlands) formally proposed the deletion of the word " may ".
Replying to the United Kingdom delegate, he pointed out that the General Commission

had asked which were the weapons whose possession, not whose use, constituted the
greatest threat to civilians. In other Commissions the United Kingdom delegation had
admitted that possession in itself constituted a menace.

One of the most threatening characteristics of bombing from the air was the impossibility
of verifying its effects. Though the objective might be entirely military in character,
the means of warfare dropped often affected civilians in neighbouring districts, just as
mines laid at sea affected merchant as often as war ships.

M. VAN DER DONET (Belgium) stated that the Belgian delegation had, in the
Sub-Committee, had some hesitation in supporting the text as it stood. The use of the
words " of all kinds " covered not only bombs but other weapons such as machine-guns,
aerial torpedoes and the arrows used in the early part of the last war, and any strengthening
of the text might involve the abolition of all weapons carried on board aircraft. The
Belgian delegation could not support a proposal tending to do this. Chasers and
reconnaissance machines must be armed, while it was obvious that a single-seater chaser
or 2-seater reconnaissance plane did not constitute so grave a menace to civilians as did
a bomber. The Belgian delegation would prefer the substitution for the words " of all
kinds " of a list specifying the various means of warfare envisaged.

The PRESIDENT understood that the Belgian delegation would have some difficulty
in voting for the Netherlands proposal. He asked AM. van der Donkt if his point were not
covered by the second part of paragraph (d), where the various means of warfare which he
had in mind were enumerated.

M. MASSIGLI (France) thought the two parts of paragraph (d) must be considered
together.

The mere existence of means of warfare certainly did not in itself constitute a menace
to civilians; what was important was the intention underlying their use. Reciprocally,
the existence of international undertakings did not constitute a safeguard if such
engagements, prohibiting the use of certain weapons, could be ignored.

To meet the views both of the delegations anxious that the paragraph should cover
all means of warfare and of those who, like the Belgian, thought that some means need
not be condemned, he proposed that the second part only of paragraph (d) should stand.
Its reference to " the means of warfare which are the most threatening " did not prejudge the
extent to which any particular weapon was threatening.

M. VAN DER DONKT (Belgium), if the Commission preferred not to follow his suggestion
for the amendment of the first part of the paragraph, would support the French proposal.

M. DE HEVESY (Hungary) thought the whole of paragraph (d) should be maintained,
only the word " may " being deleted, as proposed by the Netherlands delegation. He drew
the Commission's attention to the question of vulnerability, which he had already raised,
and to the psychological effect of the very existence of military aircraft on countries
possessing no air armaments.

The PRESIDENT put to the vote the French proposal that the first part of paragraph (d),
comprising the sentence:

" Means of warfare of all kinds which are intended to be dropped from the air
may constitute a serious threat to the civil population "

should be deleted.

The Commission adopted the proposal by 18 votes to 10.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) pointed out that as paragraph (d)
was enormously weakened by the deletion of part 1 - now merely stating that some means
of warfare were more threatening to civilians than were others - he must abstain from
voting on the adoption of the second part of the paragraph.

Subject to some minor points of drafting raised by the United States delegation,
the Commission adopted the second part of paragraph (d), the German and Soviet delegations
abstaining.
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TWELFTH MEETING

Held on Tuesday, May 24th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

President: M. DE ITADAiRIAGA.

15. RESIGNATION OF M. COSTA. DU E[ELS, VICE-PRESIDENT OF TIHE COMMISSION: ELECTION
OF IE EW VICE--PRESIDEUNT.

The PRTESIDENT read the following letter dated May 19th, 1932, which the President
of the Disarmament Conference had received from M. Costa du Bels, Vice-President of
the Air Commission, and had forwarded to the President of the Air Commission for
communication to the members.

" Having been aUppointed Bolivian En voy E1xtraordinary and Minister Plenipo-
tentiary at Santiago de Chile I regret to have to submiit my resignation as Vice-President
of the Air-Commission of the General Disarmament Conference.

" May I ask you to convey to the Commission my thanks for the honour it did
me and to say that I shall always look back with pleasure on the very cordial relations
existing between my colleagues and myself throughout our work together."

The President felt sure that the Commission would unanimously wish to congratulate
M. Costa du Rels on the distinction for which his Government had selected him, and while
regretting his departure to thank him for his excellent services.

The Commission appointed M. VALLOTTON (Switzerland) Vi ce-President, in place of
3M. Costa du Rels.

16. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS R, EFERRED TO THIE COBIMMISSION BY THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf.D./C.G.28(2)):
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (conyttinuation of thie discussion).

M1. BOHIEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, read the following proposal by the Japanese
delegation regarding the offensive capacity of aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or
warships.

"The offensive capacity of aeroplanes carried by aircraft-carriers or warshils8
equipped with landing-on platforms (or landing decks) must be regarded as being
increased by the mobility of the vessels which carry them."

The Rapporteeur explained the difficulties encountered on the previous day by the Sub-
Committee set up to consider the question of aircraft carried on special vessels. As the Naval
Commission had been unable to agree on a. single text, the Bapporteur thought that the Air
Commission would have to make a further effort to find a compromise. The Sub-Committee
accordingly considered that it wTould be better merely to state the different opinions that
had been expressed.

The report would mention the reservations made by the delegations who did not vote
for the Japanese amendment if it were adopted, or against it if it were rejected, as the
case might be.

M. SATO (Japan) observed that his delegation had repeatedly explained its views
concerning the problem of aircraft on warships. It attached the very greatest importance
to that matter. In the Sub-Committee accordingly it had moved the addition of its proposal
as paragraph (c) in Sections II and III. In consequence of the proposal made by the
Rapporteur to refer the matter to the plenary Commission, M. Sato had not pressed
his point, as he did not wish to obstruct the Sub-Committee's work. At the meeting on
the previous day the Japanese delegation had reverted to its proposal, but, thinking that
there would be difficulty in obtaining unanimous acceptance by the Commission of that
proposal in its original form, it had, again in a spirit of compromise, assented to the
French proposal.

As, however, the Drafting Committee specially set up for that purpose had been
unable to frame a unanimous text, the Japanese delegation submitted a proposal,
which would form paragraph (d) in Section I immediately after paragraph (c) and before
the original paragraph (d). The Japanese delegation was confident that its view was the
correct one, and the reasons for which it pressed this matter had already been fully explained
in its proposal of April 28th. M. Sato would not therefore go into deta,ils.
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In reply to the remarks made by the delegates of the United States and the United
Kingdom on the previous day, he observed that according to the United States delegate
aeroplanes on warships were smaller than aeroplanes which had a land base, and they had
no very great offensive capacity. M. Sato, however, would point out that among the bombing
planes at present carried by aircraft-carriers there were some which were capable of carrying
not only a sufficient quantity of oil and petrol to enable them to fly for many hours on end,
but some 1,000 kilogrammes of bombs or torpedoes as well. Their offensive capacity was
so great that they could put out of action even capital ships and inflict still more serious
damage on less powerful national defences and on civilians. Furthermore, aviation was as
yet by no means perfect technically, but was improving daily.

With regard to the United Kingdom delegate's remark that aircraft on warships could
only increase their radius of action commensurately with the mobility of the ships carrying
them, M. Sato pointed out that for the same useful load it was possible sometimes to reduce
the quantity of oil and petrol and consequently the radius of action of such planes, and
thereby increase the quantity of arms they carried. Here the mobility of such warships
played an extremely important part, since, thanks to that mobility, these planes could easily
attain their objective. The foregoing arguments made it clear that planes on warships
possessed thereby not only an increased radius of action but likewise a greater offensive
capacity.

M. Sato hoped that the Japanese proposal would be accepted by the Air Commission.
If not, he requested the President to mention the proposal in the body of the report, as
representing the minority opinion, in addition to that of the majority. In any case, the
Japanese delegation desired that the Commission should vote on its proposal.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) felt that M. Sato's proposal somewhat changed
the general scheme of the report.

For one thing, the report dealt with aircraft in general; why then make a special
category of aeroplanes carried on aircraft carriers?

In the second place, the proposal was not in accordance with paragraph I (c), which
said that " capacity for offensive action depends on certain constructional characteristics ".
It was inaccurate to make special mention of the increased offensiveness of machines
carried on aircraft-carriers, since such machines were constructionally unable to carry as
large a useful load as the same machines working from a land base. Useful load too had now
been adopted by the Commission as the criterion for the capacity of bombing aircraft.

If the Japanese delegation wished to raise the question of radius of action only, surely
the last part of paragraph II (b) would meet their point. Even where radius of action was
concerned, was it right to specify aeroplanes carried on aircraft-carriers as more offensive
than aeroplanes working from a land base near a frontier?

M. SATO (Japan) admitted that he had no very expert knowledge of this subject, but
regardless of the construction of planes he thought that their offensive capacity was increased
by the very fact of the mobility of their base. He had previously pointed out that machines
so carried, although necessarily restricted in size and weight, might nevertheless transport
as much as a ton of explosives or torpedoes.

In reply to Mr. Dulles's objection that the Committee had so far been dealing only
with aeroplanes in general without specification, the Japanese delegation considered that
aeroplanes transported on ad hoc vessels were in an entirely separate category owing to the
mobility of their base. It was for that reason that it considered special treatment necessary
for such planes, and that was the reason for the Japanese amendment. If the only question
had been that of the increased radius of action due to the mobility of the base, 1M. Sato could
have accepted Mr. Dulles's opinion, but there was the further question of the increase of the
useful load. That was the meaning of the first Japanese proposal. As the Drafting Committee
had not succeeded in drawing up a single text and as the original text of the Sub-Committee's
report did not completely meet its objections, the Japanese delegation was submitting
a fresh amendment.

If, as had been stated, certain delegations considered the term " offensive capacity " in
the Japanese amendment too categorical, M. Sato would be prepared to substitute for it
" possibility of offensive action ".

The Commission adopted the Japanese amendment by 16 votes to 2.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) reserved the right to insert in the report a
declaration on the subject of this vote and amendment.

Paragraphs II (c) and III (c).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Bapporteur, read Section II, paragraph (c)- namely:

" The useful load of aircraft is determined by a large number of variable factors.
Among these the Sub-Committee has noted, for purposes of examination, the unladen
weight, the horse-power and the wing area for aeroplanes, and the volume and horse-
power for dirigibles.
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"Although it is difficult to arrive at formulae, since they are subject to
modification or revision in view of the continual technical progress that is b ing made,
the Sub-Committee considers that, for purposes of comparison, the useful load of
aircraft can be measured:

"For aeroplanes: by unladen weight, horse-power and the ratio between
horse-power and wing area;

" For dirigibles: by volume and horse-power."

And Section III, paragraph (c), - namely:

"For the useful load, see II (c)."

The following comments had been made on II (c):

"This paragraph gave rise to a long technical discussion in the Sub-Committee.
A fairly marked difference of opinion arose as to what factors should be taken into
account in measuring the useful load of aeroplanes.

" Certain delegations (United Kingdom, France, Japan, Poland) thought that
only unladen weight should be taken as the system for measuring useful load. They
held that unladen weight by itself was sufficient to allow of a practical comparison
of the useful load and had the advantage of being a factor easy to ascertain, whereas
the addition of other factors less easy to measure might greatly complicate the
problem and interfere with the development of technique on sound lines.

" Other delegations (Argentine, Belgium, Bulgaria, Germany, Italy, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland and Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) thought unladen weight alone
was not sufficient to lead to a reliable result and that horse-power and the ratio between
horse-power and wing area should also be brought into the calculation as factors
of equal importance.

"The Sub-Committee preferred not to carry this discussion any further, as it
wished first of all to report on the subject to the Plenary Commission, though it felt
that the problem should be closely studied in order to determine, among other things,
how the various factors should be calculated and the ratios between them established.

"The United States delegation, while concurring with the first paragraph of II (c),
for its part preferred not to advocate the adoption of any technical formula on the
question until the contemplated study had been carried out."

The following proposal in regard to these paragraphs had been submitted by the
Spanish delegation:

" According to paragraph II (b), the efficacy against national defence of an
aircraft depends upon its useful load and its capability of reaching its objective. In
the following paragraph II (c), the variable factors determining the useful load are
specified, but no mention is made of those which can be used to measure the capability
of arriving at the objective. To attain the objective, it is necessary to arrive above
it and at the same time to have a sufficient navigating height to escape the anti-
aircraft organisation of the defence. These are two different characteristics which
the aircraft has to fulfil, and the balance to be struck between them will be determined
by the distance and the anti-aircraft defence organisation of the objective.

" The military objectives of national defence will, as a rule, be strongly defended
and placed near the frontier or army zone. Hence the condition of having a high
ceiling must take precedence over that of having a wide radius of action in aircraft
which are to be effective in attacking national defence.

" On the contrary, to attack civilian populations, which as a rule are at a greater
distance and less well defended than military objectives, the radius of action will be
more important than the ceiling of the aircraft. The height of the ceiling of an aircraft
which has been correctly designed and constructed is expressed by the following
formula:

3

V bs P 2

where d is the ratio between the density of the air at sea level and st the height of the
ceiling, b the lifting capacity of the aeroplane, P its power, s the wing area and G
the total weight.

" This formula, expressed in terms of the three variable factors chosen by the
Sub-Committee, would become:

P/IG
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and since, if it is assumed that the aeroplane is correctly constructed, the coefficient b

the ratio

PIGv

V P/8

" To take into account the useful load, always assuming a correctly designed
and constructed aeroplane, we may put this load as being proportional to the unladen
weight; if, therefore, the above formula is multiplied by the useful load, the unladen
weight Gil will disappear, and we shall simply have:

P
3

VP/

" Hence the degree of efficacy of aircraft against the national defence can be
measured by the ratio between the horse-power of the engine and the cube root of the
horse-power per square metre of wing area.

" This formula has been checked by means of a graph of the characteristics of
the military aircraft catalogued in the Taschenbuch der Luftflotten, 1931, which shows
that, for practically all aeroplanes described as bombers by their Governments or
their constructors, this ratio is greater than 300, while for all other aeroplanes, with
very rare exceptions, it is smaller than 300. It is also found that all aeroplanes described
as bombers by these Governments or constructors have an unladen weight in excess of
about two tons, and that all others have a weight less than two tons.

" As a conclusion, the Spanish delegation proposes the following amendment to
be added to paragraph II (c):

"' The capacity of arriving at the objective for the same useful load
carried depends upon the radius of action and the ceiling.

"' Assuming all aircraft to be correctly designed and constructed:

"' (1) The radius of action for aeroplanes is in proportion to the ratio between
the unladen weight and the useful load carried, and for dirigibles to the ratio
between the volume and the useful weight carried;

" (2) The ceiling depends for aeroplanes on the unladen weight, the horse-
power and the ratio between the horse-power and the wing area, and for dirigibles
on the ratio between the volume and the useful weight carried. "

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) explained the technical considerations for the
amendment at the end of the Spanish proposal, the purpose of which was to complete
paragraph II (c). He hoped that the text he proposed would make it possible to send the
General Commission a precise reply.

He then explained the meaning of the graph annexed to the Spanish delegation's
proposal (document Conf. D./C.A.20 (a) ).

Colonel DE BAURAIN (Poland) did not think it necessary to enter into any very detailed
consideration of the problem and would merely referf to the statement he had made during
the discussion in the Sub-Committee.

The Polish delegation held that the criterion to be established for defning the useful
load of an aircraft should be the unladen weight in the case of aeroplanes and the volume
in the case of dirigibles. The simpler the criterion the easier it would be to apply. Experience
showed that in modern aeroplanes a certain optimum had been obtained for the useful
load, the ratio being from 70 to 100 per cent of the unladen weight. The introduction of
other criteria would probably complicate the problem and might perhaps impede the sound
development of aircraft construction; it would, in any case, require a priori a very exact
system of control. Hence, if allowance were made for this last objection, the problem of
control, which was outside the questions put by the General Commission, would have to
be discussed ;t once.

The Spanish proposal might be regarded as a very valuable study. If the question were
that of the technical criteria for the division of aircraft into categories, that proposal would
only be one further reason for the adoption of the criterion of unladen weight.

The passage in the Spanish proposal containing an analysis of the capacity to attain the
objective as a function of the radius of action and of the ceiling should, in Colonel de
Baurain's opinion, be dealt with during the discussion which would take place in the Conm-
mittee of Experts in connection with the draft questionnaire proposed by the French
delegation. The Polish delegation thought that the French draft should be taken as the
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basis for the work of the Committee of Experts. It further considered that it would perhaps
be premature to fix the precise figures at the present stage. The Spanish delegation
calculated the unladen weight at two tons. These figures could be determined only at a
later stage in the work of the Commission, in which questions of principle would be decided.
Colonel de Baurain had in mind in particular the important questions of sanctions and
internationalisation.

The PRESIDENT observed thatithe Commission had two tasks which were closely
connected but were far from being identical. In the first place, it had to define the
relations between the criteria laid down by the General Commission and the technical
criteria applicable to certain machines. In the second place, it had to fix the figures by
which certain criteria answering to the questions raised by the General Commission should
be limited.

Owing to scientific developments, however, these figures might vary every five years,
or even over a shorter period. The criteria relating to the first of the Commission's two
tasks, on the contrary, must be more stable and permanent. The Commission must bear
this difference in mind, particularly as Article 8 of the Covenant provided for revision
at least every ten years.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) said that the Italian delegation had carefully examined
the Spanish proposal. It accepted the substance of the proposed amendment, subject
to certan changes in the interests of clearness. Nevertheless, Colonel Martucci had several
observations to make with regard to t cathe considerations preceding the amendment.

In his view, it was not true that the military objectives of national defence were,
as a rule, placed near the frontier or army zone. On the contrary, it seemed obvious to
him that a great many of these objectives (magazines, aerodromes, oil and munition depots,
factories, etc.) which were of particular importance to aviation must obviously be placed
as far as possible from the frontier, in order that they might be free from attacks from the
air. He must at the same time emphasise that civil objectives were not usually placed
at a distance from the frontier; in all countries there were many important towns situated
near the frontiers. This fact was of great importance to the small countries (Belgirum,
Switzerland, Hungary, etc.) who, moreover, would find it difficult, from the point of view
of radius of action, to distinguish military from civil objectives.

In any case, it was not always true that, in attacking civil populations - even when
they were at a distance from the frontier - the " radius of action " was a more important
factor than the "ceiling for, even in the latter case, the machine must rise to a great
height to avoid attack by the anti-aircraft defence and to have any chance of success
in a surprise attack.

With regard to the technical conclusions of the Spanish proposal, Colonel Martucci
noted with great satisfaction that " unladen weight " was not mentioned in the paragraph
concerning the efficacy of aircraft. This showed quite clearly that unladen weight alone
was not sufficient limitation for the Commission's purposes.

The Italian delegate further pointed out that the coefficients shown in the Spanish
formula, which were considered as " constant ", might actually be relatively variable
in value. Nevertheless, for practical purposes, one or more average constant values could
be adopted, though Colonel Martucci was convinced that it was not possible to fix these
values on the basis of existing aircraft, which were very different from those which might
be authorised in the future.

Indeed, the aircraft to which M. Herrera had referred in his study, had inter alia
an unladen weight of about 2,000 kilogrammes. Obviously, that far exceeded the tonnage
that could be allowed if really effective criteria for qualitative limitation were adopted.

The Italian delegate then passed to the amendment. The latter said that the capacity
of arriving at the objective depended upon the radius of action and the ceiling.
Colonel Martucci considered that it also depended upon other factors: speed, ease of
handling, the defensive armament of the aeroplane, and so on. He understood, however,
that it would be very difficult to bring in these factors, and would be better simply to
retain the two factors proposed by the Spanish delegation.

Nevertheless, he proposed that, in order to avert possible criticism, the last part
of the first paragraph after " depends upon " should be amended, subject to drafting,
as follows: "a number of factors, among which the Commission has retained for
examination the radius of actionl and the ceiling ". HIe also proposed that in No. (1) the
words " other conditions being equal" be added after "radius of action." It seemed
obvious to him that the radius of action depended not only upon ithe ratio between the
unladen weight and the useful load carried, but also upon other factors, such as
aerodynamic adjustment, speed, special conditions of use, etc. Finally, for the reasons
he had just explained, he proposed that " other conditions being equal" be added after
" depends upon " in No. (2).

Colonel LOHR (Austria) stated, on behalf of his delegation, that it was necessary to
determine the capacity of aircraft to arrive at their objective. The Spanish proposal
showed that, generally speaking, it was possible to fix the extent of its capacity and to
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draw a fairly clear distinction between the more effective and more threatening aircraft
and other machines. On the other hand, the proposal showed that in the smaller countries
where there was no anti-aircraft defence it was impossible to draw such a distinction.
In these circumstances, which were perhaps rare but which nevertheless existed (among
other cases was that of Austria), all aircraft constituted a grave menace.

In Austria, neither the military objectives of national defence nor civilians were
protected against attacks from the air; and the chief civil objective, the capital, which
was extremely vulnerable, was not distant from, but on the contrary quite near, foreign
military air-ports. A machine having the lowest ceiling and most restricted radius of action
would be sufficient to attack Vienna.

During the discussion on the previous day, the opinion had been expressed that the
effectiveness of a given aircraft was independent of the objective to be reached. This
opinion no longer held good in the case of a small country without anti-aircraft defence.

Generally speaking, an aeroplane setting off to attack a land objective had to divide its
useful load into four parts: one part had to be sacrificed to ensuring the radius of action
on a horizontal plane, one to the ceiling, and the third to the transport of machine-guns and
ammunition. Only the remaining part could be used for carrying the means of attack.
In the case of an objective in Austria, the same useful load need only be divided into
two. The aircraft must carry the necessary fuel for a short horizontal flight to the objective
and the return journey. The rest of the useful load could be used for the means of attack.
Consequently a given aeroplane operating against Austria would have much greater
effectiveness, for purely technical reasons, than the same aeroplane when attacking a
protected objective. Of course, this had nothing to do with the still greater effectiveness
arising out of the factor of the personal security of the aggressor, who could carry out his
work with impunity.

For these reasons, the Austrian delegation regretted its inability to accept the Spanish
proposals, which were based on circumstances that did not exist in Austria.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany), referring to the Spanish proposal, pointed out that
it mentioned " a sufficient navigating height to escape the anti-aircraft organisation of the
defence". For this to apply, national anti-aircraft defence must exist. The very pertinent
remarks made by the Austrian delegate on this subject applied to Germany also. He
therefore could not support the Spanish proposal, though he agreed that mathematically
it was sound.

M. VouJGT (Sweden) had some difficulty in grasping the real meaning of the Spanish
proposal. He had in mind in particular the second and third paragraphs, relating to the
ceiling, which did not introduce a new criterion but called for a new formula on the basis of
criteria already adopted in the Sub-Committee.

The Swedish delegate therefore felt that it would be better to discuss paragraph II (c)
first.

M. MASSIGLI (France) said that the Air Commission's real task concerned paragraph (c).
It must bear two points in mind. It must give the General Commission as exact criteria
as possible and must at the same time see that these criteria were as simple as possible.
The results of the enquiry would lead to political decisions to be embodied in the
Convention.

The first question to consider was whether to the Sub-Committee's criteria should be
added the new criterion proposed by the Spanish delegation to cover the idea of capacity
to reach an objective. The reason behind the Spanish proposal was that, in attacking the
national defence, the ceiling was important, just as the radius of action was important in
attacking civilians.

Nevertheless, M. Massigli, like the Spanish delegate, wondered whether the ceiling did
not complicate the problem. .The experts were of opinion, for instance, that for night
bombardments, which were possibly the most dangerous, a high ceiling was not necessary.
Night bombers, in particular, however, carried a heavy load, and would be capable of the
most powerful direct action. Nor was it certain that, for bombardment by day, flying at
a great height was tactically the best condition for success. Unless there were any weighty
technical reasons for adopting the ceiling as a criterion, the French delegate thought it would
be better not to take it into account.

Turning to the technical aspect, M. Massigli pointed out that the Spanish formula
for radius of action related to the transportable load, exclusive of fuel. The possible weight
of fuel was the difference between the maximum load and the useful load carried. As
nothing was easier, however, than to divide the possible total load between useful load and
fuel, it was much simpler to determine the total maximum load. The Spanish delegation
considered that this maximum load depended upon the unladen weight. The French
delegation, like the Spanish delegation, therefore felt that the radius of action of aircraft
depended upon the unladen weight.

As to the ceiling, the Spanish formula was scientifically sound, but its factors, apart
from unladen weight, were very difficult to define and verify; the great difficulty
encountered by the Committee of Experts in reaching agreement as to a formula for horse-
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power would be remembered. Moreover, technical improvements came very quickly, and
it was constantly becoming easier to change the horse-power through compression,
supercharging, etc. The factor "horse-power" therefore introduced much greater
uncertainty into the Spanish formula, as it was carried to the square of its value. In these
circumstances the formula would cause serious errors in estimating the ceiling, its application
could not be checked, and decisions based upon it would be unsound.

M. Massigli therefore wondered whether it was necessary to take "horse-power"
into account in fixing the ceiling of the aeroplane. The technical experts pointed out that
the maximum total weight of an aircraft determined the aerodynamic lifting power requisite
for taking off, and that this lifting power made it possible to trace very adequately the curve
of the altitudes which a machine could reach as a function of the load carried. That being
so, why introduce other factors if it was proved that the ceiling of a machine was a function
of its maximum total load - that was to say, as the Spanish delegation admitted, of its
unladen weight ?

An examination of the graph attached to the Spanish proposal had, however,
reassured M. Massigli as to the general conclusions of that proposal. The graph showed
that if the factor "unladen weight" or the factor "ratio of power to wing surface" were
taken, the dividing-line between bombing machines and other machines coincided almost
exactly. It was unquestionable that, given the same technical construction, the unladen
weight determined the maximum resistance of a machine and, consequently, its maximum
traction power and its maximum useful load. That was the essential result from the
point of view of the carriage of bombs.

It was for that reason that, valuable though the Spanish proposal was, the French
delegation considered that the new factors it introduced would only complicate the question
needlessly. The Commission, having always in mind the practical object of its work, should
keep to simple formulae. Accordingly the French delegation considered that paragraph (c)
of Section II and the Spanish amendment should be amalgamated and would therefore
propose the following wording for this paragraph:

"The useful load of aircraft and their capability of arriving at their objective
is determined by a large number of variable factors. Among these the Air Commission
has noted, for purposes of examination, the unladen weight, the horse-power and
the wing area for aeroplanes, and the volume and horse-power for dirigibles.

"Although it is difficult to arrive at formnlue, since they are subject to modification
or revision in view of the continual technical progress that is being made, the
Commission considers that, for purposes of comparison, the best means of appreciating
the useful load of aircraft and their capability of arriving at their objective is to take
as a standard the unladen weight in the case of aeroplanes and hydroplanes and the
volume in the case of dirigibles."

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) appreciated the Italian delegation's arguments
but pointed out that the object of the Spanish proposal had been to solve general and not
special cases. Nevertheless, it agreed to most of the suggestions proposed by the Italian
delegation. Austria and Germany were in a special position, and he therefore agreed that
his formula was not applicable to them. In reply to the Swedish delegation, he observed
that the question of the ceiling had been introduced only in order to take into account the
capacity to attain the objective. The French proposal, although it had the advantage of
greater simplicity and of avoiding the difficulties raised by the measurement of horse-power,
was nevertheless not so accurate. The Air Commission would have to choose between
accuracy and simplicity.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) agreed with the Swedish, French and
Polish delegates. A resolution in the sense of their remarks had been submitted by the
British delegation, for the reasons so ably given by M. Massigli.

The proposal was as follows:

" Amend the final sentence of Section I of paragraph (c) to read as follows:

" ' . . . is being made, the Air Commission considers that, for purposes of
practical comparison, the useful load of aicraft can best be measured :

" ' (a) For aeroplanes: by unladen weight.
" ' (b) For dirigibles : by volume.' "

Though appreciating the technical and mathematical excellence of the Spanish formula,
he thought there was nothing to be gained by introducing such complex factors as, for
instance, horse-power. Where would the Air Commission be if the General Commission
asked how horse-power was to be assessed ? The only reply it could give was that it depended
on " a large number of variable factors". He hoped, therefore, that the Spanish delegate
would not press his proposal; while, if NM. Massigli's proposal were submitted formally, he
would withdraw the British amendment.
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Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) considered that the unladen weight was one of the
characteristics which must be taken into consideration in determining the useful load,
but he also thought that this characteristic was not sufficient, if taken alone, even if only
for simple practical comparisons.

In view of the technical progress to be anticipated, it might be said that, if the unladen
weight was fixed at a given figure, it would very soon be possible, either by using ever
lighter materials or by studying special construction, or, finally, by lightening engines to
obtain with the same unladen weight a markedly higher useful load.

This view had been demonstrated during the air race round Italy. Within one year's
interval machines had been entered which, with the same unladen weight as that of the
previous year, had possessed double the horse-power and consequently improved
characteristics. That had been possible because, in the technical formula employed for
that race, the sole factor subject to limitation was the unladen weight. The same, therefore,
would apply to military machines, if the British delegation's criterion was adopted.

The French representative, in proposing the introduction in the first paragraph of
II (c) of the words "the capability of arriving at the objective " implicity admitted that
the horse-power and the wing area also had a great influence on the useful load and on the
capability of arriving at the objective. For that reason, Colonel Martucci thought it was
merely on account of the difficulties of measuring and verifying that the French delegation
had proposed that the unladen weight alone should be considered.

As regards the difficulties of measuring the horse-power, it may be said - as, indeed,
had already been observed in the Air Sub-Committee - that the same, if not greater,
difficulties existed in measuring the unladen weight.

He added that a means of calculating the horse-power had already been found by the
Committee of Experts appointed by the Preparatory Commission. He thought it was
possible to improve the formula still further so as to enable it to meet practical
requirements.

Without spending further time on the other technical considerations which had already
been amply developed by various experts in the Sub-Committee, Colonel Martucci observed
that, in studying the limitative criteria, it was the Air Commission's duty to make special
allowance for the position of the small countries, which could be attacked more easily
from the air. For this reason the Italian delegation considered that the restrictions must
be severe if it was desired to prevent the great Powers, which had improved engineering
methods at their disposal, from taking advantage of vague formulae to evade such
restrictions and thus create a highly offensive air force.

For all these reasons the Italian delegation confirmed the view it had already expressed
in the Sub-Committee, and stated that it could not accept the amendment proposed by
the French delegation.

M. MASSIGLI (France), replying to the Italian delegation's objections, maintained that,
in his delegation's opinion, the horse-power and wing surface could, to some extent, be
calculated from the unladen weight. Mathematically, the calculation might not be quite
accurate, but on the whole the result would be approximately the same. He did not deny
that scientific improvements might make it possible to increase the useful load, but it was
to be anticipated that improvements would also be made in engines, wing area, etc.
In due course the formula would have to be revised.

M. Massigli drew special attention to the Italian delegate's last observation - his
apprehension that the French formula would be prejudicial to the small Powers. In reply,
he pointed out that, for the moment, the Air Commission was dealing, not with figures,
but only with methods. The choice of the criteria, however, did not affect the small
States: everything would depend upon the figure adopted. M. Massigli still maintained
that, provided his formula were subject to periodical revision, it would offer a simple and
practical solution.

The PRESIDENT, summarising the discussion, noted that the Commission had before
it a French proposal based on the criterion of unladen weight, and a proposal based on
three criteria!: two simple criteria - unladen weight and horse-power - and the
relation between one of these two factors, horse-power, and a third factor, wing surface.
It remained to be seen whether the delegations in favour of these three criteria desired
to combine them in one formula.

Lieutenant-colonel HERRERA (Spain) thought it would be better to take three variable
factors into account. If, however, the Air Commission was of opinion that unladen weight
was an adequate variable, the Spanish delegation would not have insurmountable objections.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) pointed out that his delegation was in favour of the complete
abolition of military aviation, and that he rose only to express his theoretical views. He
drew attention to a passage of the report referring to the delegations which felt that several
criteria were required to reach accurate results. If the Commission thought several criteria
were required, it should act upon the Sub-Committee's report - that was to say, each
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of the criteria should be fixed. It should not be possible to increase one proportionately to
another. Obviously, this condition did not apply to the relation between horse-power
and wing surface.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) was prepared to support the French proposal
subject to one slight amendment - the deletion of the words " and their capacity to attain
their objective " in the two places in which they occurred. The phrase had originally been
inserted upon the suggestion of the American delegation, made to meet a point raised by
the Argentine and the United States delegations, their purpose being to take account of
geographical elements.

Capacity of arriving at the objective was not susceptible of a narrow technical definition,
and he would prefer one broader than that given in the French proposal.

M. MASSIGLI (France) asked whether the intention of the delegations which were in
favour of having three criteria was that an aeroplane should answer to one criterion or to
all three in order to come within the restrictions.

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, replied that he had been under the impression
in the Sub-Committee that the delegations in favour of three criteria were of opinion that
any aeroplane not covered by one of these criteria thereby came within a special category.

THIRTEENTH MEETING

Held on Wednesday, May 25th, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.

President: M. VALLOTTON.

17. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION BY THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION, DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G.28(2)):
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

Section II, paragraph (c) (First sentence: " The useful load of aircraft is determined by
a large number of variable factors ").

The PRESIDENT pointed out that consideration of paragraph (c) involved the
discussion of the question of the criteria to be applied, together with that on the Spanish
proposal, if maintained.

The Commission should discuss the paragraph sentence by sentence. It had before
it two texts for the first sentence-the original text drafted by the Sub-Committee, on the
one hand, and, on the other, the French proposal, already submitted, and an Italian pro-
posal which coincided in this sentence. The Italian proposal was as follows:

" The useful load of aircraft and their capacity of arriving at their objective
depend on a great number of variable factors, among which the Commission examined
the unladen weight, the horse-power and the wing area in the case of aeroplanes, and
the volume and horse-power in the case of dirigibles.

"Although it is difficult to lay down formulae which, in view of the constant
progress of technique, are subject to modification or revision, the Air Commission
considers that, for purposes of practical comparison, the best means of estimating
the useful load of aircraft and their capacity for arriving at their objective is to take
as criteria:

" For aeroplanes : The unladen weight, the horse-power and the ratio between
the horse-power and the wing area.

" For dirigibles : The volume and the horse-power. "

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) accepted the Italian text, the substance of which
was identical with that of the proposal he had already submitted.

Lieutenant-Colonel PLASS (Czechoslovakia) pointed out that unladen weight and useful
load had up to then not been clearly defined, the only attempt to do so being by the Italian
delegation in the replies to the President's note (document Conf.D./C.A.13). He considered
definitions essential.
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M. DULLES (United States of America) was in favour of deleting the words " and
their capability of arriving at their objective " from the French proposal. As he had
already stated, this conception was not susceptible of a narrow technical definition,
dependent as it was on geographical and other considerations. He therefore preferred
the Sub-Committee's text.

Captain GREGORES (Argentine) agreed with Mr. Dulles.

The Commission adopted by sixteen votes the text given in the French and Italian proposals.

Section II, paragraph (c) (Second sentence : " Among these, the Sub-Committee has noted,
for purposes of examination, the unladen weight, the horse-power and the wing area for
aeroplanes, and the volume and horse-power for dirigibles ").

The PRESIDENT pointed out that here the French text and the Sub-Committee's text
coincided. A decision must be taken between their wording and that given in the Italian
proposal.

M. MASSIGLI (France) emphasised the necessity for definitions. He asked the
Commission to consider the following definition of unladen weight:

" The unladen weight of an aircraft is the weight of the machine in full working
order, but without fuel, water, military equipment and crew.

" Thus the unladen weight of an aircraft comprises the sum of the following
weights only:

" The air frame properly so called (wing-frame, fuselage or body, under-
carriage or floats);

"The engine or engines empty, with all accessories necessary to their
immediate working and their control;

"The tanks, empty, with their discharge or drainage appliances;
" The instruments for control in flight, excluding all wireless or direction-

finding apparatus;
"The electrical installation of the navigating lights;
"The permanent seating accommodation."

The Commission must have definitions before it and must know what it was discussing,
before it could accept even the principle underlying this second sentence.

The PRESIDENT disagreed. The need for a definition of wing area, for instance, would
arise only if three criteria were adopted.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) agreed with the President that it was idle to define terms
which might not be retained. Definitions should be postponed until later, especially as
the Commission knew enough of its subject to take broad decisions of principle without
them.

The French suggestion would, he feared, tend to involve the Commission in an ever-
increasing number of academic and abstract discussions on definitions.

To turn back to the French proposal, at first sight it seemed good, but he would point
out that it was upon the figure retained for the first criterion - unladen weight - that
the need for a second criterion would depend. The only satisfactory method of work was
first to agree upon the figure for unladen weight.

The Commission adopted the second sentence of paragraph (c).

Section II, paragraph (c) (Third sentence: " Although it is difficult to arrive at formulae,
since they are subject to modification or revision in view of the continual technical progress
that is being made, the Sub-Committee considers that, for purposes of comparison, the
useful load of aircraft can be measured ").

M. MASSIGLI (France) assumed that the Committee would agree to the addition in the
text of the French proposal of the word " practical ", so that the phrase should read " for
purposes of practical comparison " -- as had already been agreed for the Sub-Committee's
text. Since certain delegations had difficulty in accepting the phrase " and their capability
of arriving at, their objective ", he proposed that these words should be deleted, the sentence
to read:" .... the Commission considers that for purposes of practical comparison it would
be necessary to take as a standard the unladen weight, etc. "

Colonel DE BAURAIN (Poland) preferred the text of the French proposal, as his delega-
tion disliked the use of the words " can be measured " in the Sub-Committee's text. A
satisfactory international standard of horse-power measurement had never yet been
achieved; the use of the expression was therefore premature.
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Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) supported the text as amended by the French delegate.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) was also in a position to support the French
text, in view of the changes made by M. Massigli.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) suggested that no vote should be taken
until agreement had been reached upon the text of the whole paragraph.

M. Dr BROUCKEIRE (Belgium) thought that, as the French and Italian proposals
coincided here, there was nothing to prevent a vote on the part of the sentence under
discussion. Delegations could accept or reject it regardless of whether they were in favour
of one criterion or three.

The Commission unanimously adopted the French proposal.

Section II, paragraph (c) (Last sentence: "For aeroplanes: By unladen weight, horse-
power and the ratio between horse-power and wing area; for dirigibles: By volume

and horse-power ").

The PRESIDENT stated that there were two proposals regarding criteria before the
Commission. The first, submitted by France, was that there should be one criterion only, a
view supported by the United Kingdom proposal; the second, the Italian proposal that
there should be three criteria.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) desired to add a few words to the statement he had made
on the previous day. Though there were difficulties in measuring horse-power, there were
also difficulties in measuring unladen weight.

Experts were very well aware of the difficulties encountered by inspecting commissions
between builders and representatives of State technical services whenever the unladen
weight of a new aeroplane ordered by the State itself had to be verified, even though the
order contract clearly defined the term "unladen weight ".

Too much notice should not be taken of the difficulties of determining the three charac-
teristics, because in no case - even if only one of the factors under discussion were chosen

could the difficulties themselves be eliminated.
The aim must be to possess data enabling the construction of aeroplanes forbidden

in the future to be prohibited.
The Italian delegation considered that it would be harder to evade the Disarmament

Conference's decision if three limitative criteria were adopted instead of only one. These
three criteria would be, as it were, three lines of trenches, which would be more difficult
to take than one.

M. DE BROUCKc:RE (Belgium) stated that the Commission was obviously agreed that
unladen weight, at any rate, must serve as a criterion. Was it possible to differentiate
between offensive and other aircraft with one criterion only ? It had been agreed that
bombing capacity was the criterion for offensiveness; could a line be drawn at a weight
above which all machines were suitable for bombing ? Thanks to the Spanish proposal and
the graph attached to it, the Commission could judge of this. The graph showed that
the largest military machine used for purposes other than bombing weighed about
6,000 kg., and that the smallest bombing machine weighed between 1,800 and 1,900 kg.
Smaller aeroplanes could, of course, be used for bombing, but these figures would serve
the purposes of his argument.

Suppose that unladen weight were the sole criterion and that the limit above which all
machines were bombers were fixed at the higher of the weights he had mentioned, the
result would be valueless, as countless smaller machines would be capable of bombing;
if, on the other hand, the limit were fixed at the lower, quantities of machines not intended
for bombing purposes would be included. There were two ways out of this dilemma. The
limit could be fixed at or near the higher figure and a few criteria could be added to meet
the Commission's object. The result of this would, however, be very disappointing, as only
a negligible percentage of military aeroplanes, but, on the other hand, a large percentage
of civil aircraft, would come into the category of bombers: Such a decision would look rather
foolish.

A much better solution was to fix the limit at the lower figure, adding auxiliary criteria
which would serve to exempt machines unsuitable for bombing purposes, and therefore
not offensive. If this second course were adopted, there was obviously less objection to a
single criterion. Hence, his view on the number of criteria to be applied depended entirely
on the figure chosen; if low enough, a single criterion would suffice.
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M. MASSIGLI (France) pointed out that at the previous meeting he had asked the
delegations advocating the use of three criteria whether an aircraft would have to be pro-
hibited simply because it came under one of these criteria, and had received an affirmative
reply. He now understood from M. de Brouckere, however, that, in the Belgian delegation's
view, an aircraft would not fall within the scope of the proposed prohibitions unless it
corresponded to all three criteria at once, and that was exactly the contrary.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) intervened to state that this depended upon the limit
fixed.

M. MASSIGLI (France) stated that, though not competent to go into technical details,
he knew the difficulties of fixing a single limit as suggested by M. de Brouckere. The
French delegation has recognised the complexity of the problem and had obviated it in
its proposal that, between two limits to be fixed, the whole range of aircraft fulfilling certain
conditions as regards power should be subject to an international lien.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) pointed out in reply that he had said there were two
methods open to adoption. If the first - the fixing of a high limit - were chosen, aeroplanes
fulfilling any one of the three criteria should be condemned. If, as he would prefer, the
limit were low, a machine might be required to fulfil all three. As he had already stated,
given a low enough limit, he could support a proposal advocating one criterion only.

The French delegate had argued that the problem of fixing the limit was solved by
the French proposal already submitted to the Conference. The Commission must, however,
confine itself to answering the General Commission's question as to which were the most
offensive weapons. Internationalisation and the problems devolving therefrom should be
discussed later.

Mr. RIDDELL (Canada) thought the application of horse-power an impracticable
criterion. As he had pointed out in the Preparatory Commission, limitation in terms of
horse-power was neither simple nor definite nor effective. Recent tests made at the Rolls-
Royce works had proved that under different altitude and fuel conditions the same engine
might give horse-power varying from 480 to 840.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy), replying to M. de Brouckere's point that, if a low enough
unladen weight-limit were fixed, only one criterion was necessary, pointed out that, were
this the case, limitation could never be effective. His point was proved by the following
figures:

A machine of:

Unladen weight ........ 650 kg.
Horse-power ................ 200
Ratio between horse-power and wing area . . 16
Coefficient of security ............ 10

could, at an altitude of 5,000 metres, carry a useful load of 300 kg.

Even in that case, the guarantee would be inadequate if neither horse-power nor horse-
pover-wing area ratio were taken into account. If the aeroplane proposed by the Italian
delegation to the Sub-Committee were taken as constituting the lower limit, it would
have an unladen weight of 650 kg., a horse-power of 200 and a horse-power-wing area
ratio of 16. If again, 10 kg. were taken as the figure for the coefficient of safety, the
aeroplane could carry at a height of 5,000 metres a useful load of 300 kg.; this would
be necessary and adequate to do chaser or reconnaissance work.

If there were substituted for the 200 horse-power engine a 300 horse-power engine
having the same unladen weight (and that seemed quite possible in view of technical
progress), the horse-power-wing area ratio being left unchanged, the usefulload at the same
height of 5,000 metres would become 750 kg. and the coefficient of security with full
load would be reduced to 6, which, for a bombing aeroplane would be sufficient.

Thus an aeroplane which, according to definition, was incapable of use for such a purpose
might have a very effective offensive power if so converted. It was these reasons that led
the Italian delegation to press its view.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom), without questioning Colonel Martucci's
technical accuracy, pointed out that a motor giving 300 horse-power undeniably burned
more fuel in one hour than the same motor giving 200 horse-power only. Thus, the second
machine quoted by Colonel MIartucci must carry more fuel.

Any figures were misleading unless an extensive technical examination was carried
out, and there was a danger that the Commission would be led astray if ill-defined factors
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and insufficiently accurate examples were used. The United Kingdom delegation held
that no satisfactory result could be achieved if complicated technicalities were introduced
and that there was nothing to be gained by going beyond the single criterion of unladen
weight.

Colonel MARTuCCI (Italy) acknowledged that more fuel was necessary, but pointed out
that the gain in useful load was out of all proportion to the increase in the weight of fuel.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) said that in the Sub-Committee his delegation had advocated three
criteria. He appreciated M. de Brouckere's point, however, and, if the Commission's object
could be achieved with one criterion only, he would be prepared to vote in favour of it. A
definite figure must, however, first be fixed.

M.AMASSIGLI (France) asked for the appointment of a sub-committee of technical experts,
as the technical details under discussion were so complex.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) asked if the Commission could not record its unanimous
acceptance of the view that unladen weight must be one criterion.

This done, unladen weight must be defined, and the two draft definitions already
submitted might be discussed. Upon the basis of these the figure which he sought could,
he hoped, be established. He had an open mind as to whether this could best be done in
plenary session or in sub-committee.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) opposed the setting up of a technical sub-committee.
The discussions which had taken place in the last had proved how difficult it was to reach
agreement on intricate technicalities, and, even if the sub-committee were unanimous,
he was afraid that the plenary Commission would continue to discuss the point.

Public opinion was looking askance at the time the Commission was spending over
discussion, and the creation of a sub-committee would only serve to delay them further.

The PRESIDENT, speaking personally, and without committing the Bureau, agreed
that the plenary Commission must make an effort to reach the necessary decisions itself and
with the greatest possible despatch. He regretted the absence of some of the experts by
whose advice the last sub-committee had profited, among them General Croco and
M. Cacaud. The creation of a sub-committee should be avoided unless a complete deadlock
were reached.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) could not agree with the Belgian delegate. It was idle to fix
unladen weight unless the criteria of horse-power and the ratio between horse-power and
wing area were also adopted.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom), notwithstanding the Italian delegate's
arguments, agreed with M. de Brouckere's suggestion that the Commission could adopt
unladen weight as an essential criterion. This step could be taken without prejudice
to the views which any delegation might subsequently advance.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) endorsed the German delegate's
remarks; he also agreed with the Italian delegate's reply to M. de Brouckere. If definite
figures were required, it might help the Commission to know that the Soviet delegation
considered that machines exceeding 600 kg. unladen weight, 200 horse-power, a ratio of
less than 8 between horse-power and wing area should be considered offensive, efficacious
against national defence and threatening to civilians.

M. FIERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) felt that the Commission should try to avoid
intricate technicalities. Possibly a small technical committee or the Bureau could prepare
a list of any necessary technical interpretations.

It would be interesting to see how the three criteria suggested applied to the machines
shown in the Spanish graph - for instance, to a 6-ton scouting machine on the one hand
and a 3-ton bomber on the other. Perhaps a sub-committee might draw up a table of
particulars of the different types of machines. He felt that a few concrete illustrations
might help the Commission.

The PRESIDENT proposed the following draft resolution:

" The Commission considers that unladen weight should be retained as a criterion
for measuring the useful load of aeroplanes without prejudice to the question of the
addition of other criteria.

"It requests a sub-committee to provide it with a precise definition of unladen
weight."
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Mr. DULLES (United States of America) drew the Commission's attention to the
statement by the United States delegation in the Sub-Committee's report that it preferred
not to advocate the adoption of any technical formula for the definition of useful load until
the highly specialised study necessary for its ascertainment had been carried out. It was
in the interests of all countries that the final formula should be as precise as possible,
while remaining reasonably easy to apply without detriment to technical progress.

As he understood the French proposal, it had adopted the single criterion as being the
simplest and best for practical comparison for the General Commission's purposes. It was
not designed to prejudice any subsequent attempt to arrive at a more precise technical
formula, should the General Commission require it and should any agreement among
engineers upon a formula be achieved. The United States delegation therefore supported
the French proposal.

M. VLIEGEN (Netherlands) thought the Commission was in a position to vote upon
the French proposal, since a decision as to whether one criterion or three were desirable
was not affected by the question of definitions.

Colonel MOUCHARD (France) stated that, while not abandoning its proposal, his
delegation considered that the provisional resolution submitted by the President was
calculated to facilitate the Commission's work. He would therefore support it.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) disagreed. A vote should first be taken on the French or
Italian amendment as to whether one criterion or three should be applied.

Captain GREGORES (Argentine) stated that his delegation saw no difficulty in supporting
the President's proposals, subject to its general reservation given in the report regarding
the whole of Section II.

The Commission adopted the President's proposal, four delegations voting against it.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) stated that he had voted against the President's proposal
and would prefer not to sit on the sub-committee. It was only at the earnest request of the
President that he agreed to take part in the sub-committee's work.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) and M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics)
stated that their respective delegations preferred not to sit on the Sub-Committee.

The Commission elected to the Sub-Committee the delegations of the Argentine, Belgium,
United Kingdom, France, Italy, Japan, Poland, Spain, United States of America, and also
the Bureau.

FOURTEENTH MEETING

Held on Thursday, May 26th, 1932, at 10.30 a.m.

President: M. VALLOTTON.

18. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION BY THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G.28(2)) :
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

Definition of Unladen Weight proposed by the Sub-Committee.

The following text of the definition proposed by the Sub-Committee was read:

" The unladen weight of an aeroplane is the weight of the aeroplane complete
with all the elements necessary for flying but without crew, fuel, oil, cooling liquids, or
military equipment.
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"The unladen weight of an aeroplane comprises exclusively the weights of the
following parts:

" Complete aeroplane without engine (wings, moveable or fixed, without
safety slots, fuselage or hull, undercarriage or floats);

"Power plant or plants complete; empty motor or motors, propeller or
propellers, with all the necessary accessories 2 required for their immediate
operation and control;

"Empty tanks, with release or drainage appliances (if any), but excluding
supplementary tanks.

"Permanent fixtures required for mounting instruments and equipment
of all kinds.

The Commission adopted the Sub-Committee's draft definition.

Question of Criteria.

M. SATO (Japan) was in favour of adopting a single criterion - namely, unladen
weight. In view of the rapid development of the technique of aviation, he thought it
better to avoid the complications that would ensue if other criteria were adopted.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) said that his delegation maintained its opinion that all military
aviation should be abolished, combined with the internationalisation or strict control of
civil aviation. Nevertheless, the Swedish delegation had repeatedly contended both
in the Sub-Committee and in the plenary Commission that, in replying to the precise
questions asked by the General Commission, it was not only possible, but also necessary,
to draw a dividing-line between military aviation which was most specifically offensive,
most efficacious against national defence and most threatening to civilians, and military
aviation which corresponded to these criteria in a smaller degree. The Swedish delegation
considered that such a line might very easily be drawn between aeroplanes actually in
service in the various countries, together with those which were specifically designed to
be used as bombers, and all other aeroplanes. If certain types of aeroplanes designated
reconnaissance machines and certain others came in the same category as bombers, this
classification would none the less be justified, since these machines could easily be used
as bombers.

From an empirical study of the types of aeroplanes in actual service in the various
countries, the Swedish delegation had arrived at certain conclusions (which were also
confirmed by the Spanish delegation's analysis), and it had embodied these in the following
proposal:

" Aeroplanes which have the most specifically offensive character, which are most
efficacious against national defence, which are most threatening to civilians, are those
which:

" (a) If the Commission decides to accept the three criteria - exceed one
or more of the following limits:

" An unladen weight in excess of 1,800 kg. (seaplanes 2,200 kg.);
" A horse-power in excess of 600 with a ratio of horse-power to wing area

of less than 10 h.p. per square metre; or,
" (b) If the Commission decides to take only the unladen weight as a criterion

- those which have an unladen weight in excess of 1,600 kg. (seaplanes 2,000 kg.)."

The Swedish delegation was naturally prepared to accept any suggestions as to the
criterion of unladen weight prompted by technical considerations.

In submitting these figures in the form of a definite proposal, the Swedish delegation
had attempted to furnish a precise reply to the question raised by the Belgian delegate at
the previous meeting.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) considered that, since the Swedish
proposal contained an alternative, the Commission could not examine it before agreeing
on the number of criteria to be adopted.

"1 The empty motor comprises the motor proper with all the accessories necessary for its immediate
operation which form an integral part of it, that is to say: Carburettor, with controls, feed pipes, ignition and
connections, cooling liquid and oil pumps with piping on the motor, charging or supercharging gear forming part
of the motor, various attachments for revolution counters and auxiliaries forming part of the motor, reduction
gear and propeller hub.

" 2 Principal accessories to power plant:
" (a) Motor controls complete;
" (b) Fixed self-starters and accessories; starting magneto, claws and handles, and tanks;
" (c) Fuel supply system; pumps not forming part of the motor, piping accessories, intermediate

tanks, and various indicators;
"(d) Lubrication system: pipes not forming part of the motor, radiators, shutters and controls;
" (e). Cooling system : piping not forming part of the motor, radiators, shutters and controls, ventilators

and ventilator shutters in the case of air-cooled motors, and their controls;
" (f) Transmissions of the propellers;
" (g) Accessories: various instruments, revolution counters, and fixed extinguishers."
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The PRESIDENT proposed that the discussion should be limited to the problem of the
single criterion, with the figures proposed by the Swedish delegation. The question of the
three criteria would be reserved.

M. DE BROUCKIRE (Belgium) said that, before voting on the question whether one or
more criteria should be adopted, the Belgian delegation wished to know what figure would
be adopted in either case for the unladen weight. Perhaps those delegations in favour of
adopting a single criterion could furnish a convincing figure, and, in that case, the Belgian
delegation would possibly not press for an examination of the three criteria. It was especially
important not to discuss the question in the abstract if it was desired to come to definite
conclusions. It was for the experts to say if aeroplanes of less than 1,600 kilogrammes
were not offensive in character and if they became offensive above that figure.

M. MASSIGLI (France) was afraid that the Commission found itself in a somewhat curious
position. After four weeks of abstract and theoretical discussions, it was asked to reply in a
few hours to the only precise question that had been put to it. In the present state of
its work, such a reply was impossible. If the Commission merely decided on a figure based
on an impartial examination of existing types of aircraft or on less altruistic considerations,
it would be performing a fortuitous kind of work, and many delegations would find it
impossible to give a reasoned opinion, especially since a large number of those which
had not attended the Sub-Committee were imperfectly acquainted with the Sub-Committee's
work, and the Sub-Committee's report to the Commission contained no trace of the thorough
technical discussions which had gone to its drawing up.

The General Commission had asked the Air Commission three questions: Which
aeroplanes were most offensive in character, which were most dangerous for national
defence, and which were most threatening for civilians ? Other Commissions had attempted
to reply to these three questions without deciding a priori that a single reply would cover
the three cases. M. Massigli wondered if, after having complicated the problem, the
Commission was not now simplifying it unduly. He found proof of this in the Swedish
proposal, the figure in which 1,800 kilogrammes differed considerably from the conclusions
of the analysis made by the Spanish delegation, as shown in the graph supplied by that
delegation.

The French delegation had foreseen the present situation; it agreed that the General
Commission must be answered with figures, but these figures should be based, not only
on theoretical, but still more on practical considerations.

Had it been demonstrated a priori that the most efficacious aircraft against national
defence were at the same time the most threatening to civilians ? M. Massigli thought that,
at the present moment, the Commission did not know at all; and that was the reason why
the French delegation had submitted a questionnaire with a view to affording a tangible
method of approaching the problem. He hoped that, using this questionnaire as a basis,
the Commission would consider whether the same reply should be given to the three questions
raised by the General Commission. In any case, the reply would have to contain figures.

The PRESIDENT said that that was his opinion also.

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) said that his delegation accepted all the terms
of the Swedish proposal, but would like to make the following remarks : first, the Spanish
delegation considered that the figures proposed by the Swedish delegation served only to
draw a line separating almost the whole of military aeroplanes known as bombers from
those which, while not being bombers, might, nevertheless, be regarded as corresponding
to the criterion of machines which were the most specifically offensive, the most efficacious
against national defence and the most threatening for civilians. The Spanish delegation
entered a reservation concerning the extent to which military aviation should be abolished.

Secondly, the Spanish delegation considered that there should be a criterion of relative
offensiveness, which might guide the General Commission in fixing the limit beyond which
the construction and use of certain military machines should be forbidden, in case the
General Commission desired not to confine itself to aircraft which were the most offensive
in character. Since the Swedish proposal did not cover such a case, the Spanish delegation
proposed the adoption of the criterion of the ratio between the power expressed as horse-
power and the cube root of the horse-power per square metre for efficacity against national
defence, and the criterion of unladen weight for the threat to the civilian population.

Finally, the Spanish delegation thought that autogyros should be regarded as aeroplanes
with a wing area equal to one-fifth of the circle covered by the propellers.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) said he hoped M. Massigli's explanation would help to
reconcile the various views. Like the French delegation, he considered that the Commission
should decide on certain figures.

The Air Commission could not expect to settle forthwith a problem which the general
staffs of all countries had as yet failed to solve. It was therefore simpler to say that bombing
was undoubtedly one of the most aggressive acts of aircraft. That was the very solution
adopted by the General Staffs, and the Commission should consider it adequate.
Moreover, it was the solution which the Spanish delegation had had in mind in drawing up
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its table. It now remained to draw a line on the Spanish graph. The Commission, however,
would never succeed in drawing an absolute distinction. It must be content to draw a line
such that most of the machines on one side of it would be bombing machines and the others
rot.

One important reservation should be made, however. The aeroplanes described by
General Staffs as bombing aeroplanes would certainly be used for that purpose. The converse
was less certain, and placed the Commission in a dilemma. Were not the aeroplanes on
the other side of the line capable of being used as bombers ?

M. de Brouckere proposed that the Commission should begin by settling the first
problem - that of bombing aeroplanes properly so called - and should study the Spanish
table from that point of view. It should then deal with the second problem, which was
the more difficult, and, even if it did not solve that problem, it would be able to go to the
General Commission with the certainty that it had supplied useful information from which
the Commission could draw the necessary military and political consequences.

The PRESIDENT noted that the Belgian, Spanish, French, Italian, Swedish and Swiss
delegations and the Bureau were of opinion that figures should be submitted to the General
Commission. If there was no opposition, he would consider this agreed.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) said that the figures supplied by his delegation would hold
good only if three criteria were adopted. If one criterion were set up, the Italian figure for
unladen weight would no longer be correct, as the Italian delegation could not. accept
one criterion only.

M. QUINTANA (Argentine) said that, in view of the special situation of his country,
as explained in the Sub-Comnittee's report, his delegation would refrain from indicating
figures.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) did not think the time had come to
discuss figures. Immediately to adopt a line of demarcation would be groping in the dark.
Before selecting the figures, the method must be fixed. Certain delegations were in favour
of simplicity, others of technical perfection. However that might be, to adopt figures at
this stage, far from simplifying the Commission's work, would only complicate it. The
United Kingdom delegation, while of opinion that unladen weight should be adopted as
a criterion, thought tht the criteria to be selected should first be discussed.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) pointed out that the point here was not " technical
perfection ", as the United gingdo delegate had suggestedd ed but security. States must be
prevented from constructing aeroplanes which were prohibited, and for that purpose three
criteria would be more difficult to contravene than one.

M. FIERLINGER (Czechoslovakia) recommended the adoption of one criterion only -
unladen weight. From the latter it was possible to determine indirectly the efficacy of a
machine, and it would serve as a basis for the Commission's calculations. The fixing of
a figure would certainly lead to very great difficulty, and only an approximate line of
demarcation could be drawn. Even the limit of 2,000 kilogrammes indicated in the Spanish
delegation's graph would raise serious difficulties in connection with civil aviation. M.
Fierlinger therefore suggested that a special technical sub-committee should be set up
to complete the data given in the n the table. The able thus completed could be attached
to the report to the General Commission, which would have to take the final decision, even
if, as was probable, the table did not contain final figures.

M. DE BROUCKERE (Belgium) noted that the United Kingdom delegate, who on the
previous day had been in favour of one criterion only, now proposed to raise the whole
problem of method again. From this, the Belgian delegate concluded that the adoption
of one criterion did not present such obvious advantages; he would therefore vote in favour
of three criteria, which, in his opinion, was a better system.

Colonel TOMBERG (Estonia) pointed out that a similar discussion had taken place some
time previously in the Land Commission, which had decided that, for artillery, one criterion
-calibre--was sufficient. He felt that the Air Commission should act in the samre way.
The Estonian delegation, considering that the difference between the figure for unladen
weight in the Swedish proposal according to whether it was taken as one of three criteria
(1,800 kilogrammes) or as the only criterion (1,600 kilogrammes) was not more than 200
kilogrammes, was in favour of adopting one criterion only, as a simple and rapid solution
of the problem.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America), supporting M. Massigli's first statement,
considered that, though figures should be supplied to the General Commission, the time
had not come to fix them. If the Commission was of this opinion, he was prepared to examine
the French delegation's draft questionnaire or the Czechoslovak delegate's suggestion.
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To prevent delay, the Commission could immediately prepare a first report to the
General Commission, stating that it had not completed its examination of the French
delegation's questionnaire and of the various technical proposals, which would subsequently
be dealt with in a second report.

The PRESIDENT said that he would take a vote on the question of principle, the question
of figures being reserved.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) observed that the Swedish delegation had proposed figures, not
in order that the Air Commission might take a decision upon them, but as a basis for
discussion. The situation would not be any clearer if a vote were taken. In any case, his
delegation would vote in favour of three criteria.

M. MASSIGLI (France) gave an example, showing the disadvantages of adopting three
criteria. There was a machine, the "Albert 120", the characteristics of which were as
follows: unladen weight, 255 kilogrammes; horse-power, 40; relation of horse-power to
wing area, 4. According to the Swedish figures, and if the above-mentioned three criteria
wre taken equally into account, this private aeroplane would fall into the category of
particularly offensive machines. But its total load (the pilot, his equipment and a load of
30 kilogrammes) would be only 130 kilogrammes.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) admitted that such results might be obtained in certain cases.
He felt, however, that the relation between horse-power and wing area was not an
indispensable criterion, but only supplementary.

M. MASSIGLI (France) pointed out that the Swedish delegation's statement was of
great importance, as it changed the factors of the problem. In the Sub-Committee's report,
in the comments on II (c), would be found a passage in which it was stated that certain
delegations - among them that of Sweden - "thought unladen weight alone was not
sufficient to lead to a reliable result, and that horse-power and the ratio between horse-
power and wing area should also be brought into the calculation as factors of equal
importance"

MA. Massigli drew special attention to the words "of equal importance", and noted that
the Swedish delegation had just stated that the relation between horse-power and wing
area was a secondary criterion. He concluded from this that the question had not yet been
cleared up.

The PRESIDENT, in reply, said that, since the document containing the passage critised
had been issued, the Commission's discussions had cleared up certain points.

He asked the Commission to decide in favour of adopting either one criterion (French
proposal) or three criteria (Sub-Committee's proposal).

Colonel MARTuccI (Italy) asked for the vote to be taken by roll-call.

The result of the vote, which was taken by roll-call, was as follows:
For the Sugb-Committee's proposal: Argentine, Austria, Belgium, Bolivia, Brazil,

Bulgaria, China, Denmark, Finland, Germany, Greece, Hungary, Italy, Mexico, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Union of Soviet Socialist Republics.

For the French amendment: Australia, Canada, Czechoslovakia, Estonia, France, India,
Japan, Latvia, Lithuania, Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Roumania, Siam, Union of
South Africa, United Kingdom, United States of America, Yugoslavia.

Abstained: Norway, Persia.

The Commission adopted the Sub-Committee's text by nineteen votes to eighteen, with two
a bstentions.

19. STATEMENT BY THE PRESIDENT AS TO THE ACTION TAKEN ON THE AIR COMMISSION'S
DECISION WITH REGARD TO AEROPLANES CARRIED ON AIRCRAFT-CARRIERS.

The PRESIDENT reminded the Commission that, on May 24th, it had adopted the
Japanese proposal on this question. He pointed out that, in this resolution, the Air
Commission had desired, before co-ordinating its work with the Naval Commission, to
express a purely technical opinion, in order to facilitate the work. The Air Commission
had felt that co-ordination would be easier if the Naval and Air Commissions prepared
their technical arguments in advance and then co-ordinated the results, with a view to
establishing, if possible, a single text.

It was clear, therefore, that the Air Commission's text was technical, that its opinion
be co-ordintated with that of the Naval Commission, and, further, that the final decision
on the whole matter must rest with the General Commission. There were, therefore, three
phases of this question. The Air Commission had dealt only with the first, and had informed
the Naval Commission of its opinion in a letter, dated Mllay 25th.
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M. SATO (Japan) was not altogether clear as to the meaning of this communication.
If it was intended that the problem of aircraft-carriers should be raised again in the Air
Commission, the Japanese delegation, whose proposal had been regularly adopted by
a show of hands, formally protested, and made every reservation.

The PRESIDENT replied that the Japanese delegation could be quite satisfied on this
matter. The Air Commission's decision still held good. He was simply pointing out
that the Sub-Committee of the Air Commission had envisaged an occasion for dealing
with this question in a Mixed Naval and Air Committee. The Air Commission had not
thought it necessary to convoke a Mixed Committee and had adopted a proposal submitted
by the Japanese delegation which was of a purely technical nature. The work of
co-ordination which still remained to be done was reserved, and obviously the Air
Commission's decision was not affected.

It would be sufficient if the delegations took note of the text of the communication
which would be brought to their notice, and if they made in due course such observations
on it as they might desire.

FIFTEENTH MEETING

Held on Thursday, May 26th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

President: M. VALLOTTON.

20. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFERRED TO THE COMMISSION BY THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G.
28(2)): REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

The PRESIDENT stated that the three remaining points requiring consideration were:
(1) The definition of horse-power and wing area;
(2) The figures to be inserted in the final report;
(3) The draft questionnaire submitted by the French delegation, included as

an annex to the Sub-Committee's report.

M. VAN DER DONCKT (Belgium) thought the time had come to fill in the figures left
blank in the Belgian proposal already before the Commission -namely:

"The most offensive aircraft are:
" (1) Aircraft capable of carrying, up to A kms., B kg. of bombs.
"The following should be regarded as coming under this category:
"Aircraft of which the unladen weight exceeds C kg., the power exceeds

D h.p., and the ratio between horse-power and wing area is less than X.
" (2) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . "

The Belgian delegation considered that aircraft of unladen weight exceeding
1,500 kg., of horse-power exceeding 550, and of ratio between horse-power and wing
area less than 10 should be regarded as offensive aircraft in this category. His delegation
reserved the right to propose other restrictions later. He would like to say that the Belgian
delegation was prepared to consider any effort towards compromise with the object of
obtaining as large a consensus of opinion as possible in regard to any given point.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom), referring to the very narrow majority
by which the Commission had accepted the three-criteria standard, asked if the Commission
was to consider each of these three criteria to be of equal importance. The United Kingdom
delegation could not accept that view, and the Commission should be clear on the point
before filling in any figures.

M. SATO (Japan) thought it impossible to fix figures without taking into consideration
geographical and other circumstances. In the case of island States, for instance, even
the heaviest tonnage machine could not have an offensive capacity. Some such States
put maritime defence before all else. In view of this, it was rash from the technical point
of view, and even unfair, to draw a single line dividing aeroplanes into two categories.

The conditions he had mentioned should be studied before fixing any figures.
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M. MASSIGLI (France) pointed out that, supposing the three-criteria standard were
applied, the figures given by the Belgian delegation, which differed slightly from those given
by Sweden at the previous meeting of the Commission, would lead to rather surprising
results. He had referred before to a private machine which would come under the
category of offensive aircraft, and his experts had now supplied him with a draft list of
18 other types of private or instructional machines which, according to the Belgian figures,
must be placed in this category.

Unladen weight had been defined; it was essential that horse-power and wing area,
which figured in the other two criteria, should be defined likewise. He presumed that the
Belgian figures given were based on a definite conception of the figures to be considered for
the weight of bombs carried and the number of kilometres flown.

The Spanish proposal gave definite figures - a machine capable of flying 300 kilo-
metres carrying 1,000 kilogrammes of bombs. Every delegation must similarly have
concrete cases in mind. A difficulty arose in that offensiveness varied, not only in
accordance with the categories of aircraft, but with the use to which they were put. For
instance, day bombers, though useless against fortified lines, were exceedingly useful
against troops in the open and therefore were of great defensive value.

He submitted that the figures so far given were based on vague premises. He could
not therefore go into such figures without further consideration of the facts and unless
the other two definitions had been laid down.

Colonel DE BAURAIN (Poland) pointed out that the Commission had begun by
designating bombers as the only offensive machines. The introduction of three criteria,
however, now created a difficulty here. One of these criteria was horse-power, a primary
factor of speed; this meant that chasers, if fast enough to be of any use, would come under
the category of most offensive aircraft; if built so as to remain outside the category, they
would be so slow as to be incapable of overtaking even an average commercial machine.
This the Polish delegation could not agree to.

Section II (b) referred to useful load. This had been defined by the Sub-Committee,
but a figure must be inserted before the Commission could proceed.

He pointed out the advisability of going into facts and discussing the French
questionnaire.

The PRESIDENT agreed with M. Massigli that horse-power and wing area must be
defined before any figures were fixed.

As far as the former was concerned, he drew the Commission's attention to the
report submitted by the Committee of Experts to fix rules for the adoption of a standard
horse-power measurement for aeroplane and dirigible engines in pursuance of the Council
resolution of January 24th, 1931. The eminent experts who had signed this report
(document C.259.M.115.1931.VIII) had reached a unanimous conclusion as to the best
means of measurement.

Lieutenant-Colonel HEKRRERA (Spain) asked the Commission to accept the conclusion
adopted in this report, especially in view of the fact that the committee, of which he had
been a member, had been unanimous in considering the formula adopted to be the best
possible.

For the definition of wing area, the Commission could adopt a very simple text, for
instance:

" The area is that of the lifting areas contained in the wing unit, wing flaps
included, in its maximum extension ";

or, if it preferred, a more technical though possibly less clear formula:

"The wing area is the geometrical area of the projection of each lifting area
contained in the wing unit, wing flaps included, on the plane of their greatest
extension."

The Spanish delegation might seem inconsistent in its views, in that it had at the
previous meeting agreed with the Swedish figures, but now supported the Belgian proposal.
This was merely because it was anxious to achieve unanimity upon the lowest figures possible.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) felt that the definition of
horse-power and wing area - a comparatively simple matter - should be left till later;
the more complex problem of agreement upon the figures should first be discussed. He
was opposed to the French view that a study of the questions relating to military aviation
and its action would help the Committee to reach agreement. The delegations held fixed
ideas, and the Commission must confine itself to deciding upon the greatest measure of
agreement possible, and, for the rest, to stating where and to what extent the delegations
differed.
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Every delegation must, as the next step, supply the figures required, explaining
their motives for each figure given. A general exchange of views bringing these to light
was the quickest and best way of enabling the Rapporteur to supply the General Commission
with a useful report.

The PRESIDENT stated that the Bureau preferred the procedure proposed by the French
delegation. Horse-power and wing area would therefore first be defined, the French
questionnaire being postponed until later.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) thought that even the eighteen delegations who had voted against
the three criteria would be willing to supply a figure for unladen weight. This would be
helpful, and, he hoped, not contrary to the procedure just ruled by the President.

Definition of Horse-power.

The PRESIDENT proposed the insertion in the report, in a note similar to that containing
the definition of unladen weight, of the following:

"As regards horse-power, the Air Commission would refer to the report of the
Committee of Experts to fix Rules for the Adoption of a Standard Horse-power
Measurement for Aeroplane and Dirigible Engines issued by the Organisation for
Communications and Transit on April 24th, 1931 (document C.259.M.1.115.1931.VIII)."

Any delegations opposed to reference to this report could, of course, insert a note to this
effect.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) thought it needless to mention this
report. In spite of its technical perfection, the experts' formula, when applied in practice,
did not work out well. The same engine in two different aircraft gave, upon application
of the formula, two different horse-powers; in other cases, its application became for
technical reasons impossible.

It was inadvisable to reopen the discussion on horse-power, and this for reasons only
too evident from the document containing the proposals made by the members of the Experts
Committee in the course of discussion (document C.260.M.116.1931.VIII). The first
expert had stated that "nothing worse could be adopted than the dynamometer test as
a rating", putting in a category together "rating by the total weight of the power unit
and rating by the volume swept as being less bad than the others". The next expert had
thought the adoption of " volume swept " not advisable, the next had advocated basing
the formula on " cubic displacement ", the next on " the weight of the dry motor ", another
proposed limiting the military strength of an air force by limiting the " total carrying
surface of aeroplanes ", and not the horse-power at all. The same expert, in the last
paragraph of the document, supported the finally selected formula " in spite of its
drawbacks ".

Here was proof that there was nothing to be gained by seeking a definition which had
hitherto defied the greatest world experts. Long technical discussions must clearly be
fruitless, and, if the Commission continued to insist that horse-power must be regarded
as a criterion of the same importance as unladen weight, it must try to establish some
relation between the various criteria so unfortunately adopted.

The PRESIDENT felt that the members of the Commission were all agreed that it
would be inadvisable to open a long discussion on horse-power. To meet the point raised
by the United Kingdom delegate, he suggested that the note should read as follows:

" The Commission realises the great difficulty of drawing up a formula for fixing
the horse-power of aeroplane and dirigible engines. The Commission would merely
recall the report submitted by the Committee of Experts, the conclusions of which are
not, however, acceptable to certain delegations. "

The names of such delegations could of course be given.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America), while certain that the eighteen delegations
which had voted against three criteria did not wish to prevent other delegations from
endeavouring to find a satisfactory formula for horse-power, hesitated to accept the proposed
reference to the experts' report. He drew attention to the following paragraph in this
unanimous report:

" The Committee unanimously expresses the opinion that, in view of the effect
on the developmnent of models of engine which might be exercised by the adoption
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of any particular formula for determination of power, it would have been preferable
to verify the accuracy of each of the formulae ' UP' 'U' and ' P ', by experimental
measurement on a large number of different engines fitted on their different aeroplanes,
and that its decision should only have been taken in the light of the experiments
above mentioned."

The report went on to state that time for the necessary verifications had not been
available.

The technical services of the United States army and navy and the staffs of the two
largest American aeroplane manufacturers had, however, spent about three months studying
this formula in order to determine whether or not it could be accepted for use in comparing
the horse-power of aircraft engines. They had endeavoured to apply the formula to every
known engine on which they possessed data. These staffs came to the unanimous conclusion
that the formula was entirely unsuitable for the purpose. The United States delegation
could not, therefore, accept it.

As far as he knew, the formula in question had been drawn up for use in connection
with Article 25 of the draft Convention. This article referred to the total horse-power
of a country's air fleet, and the formula in question had not been intended to apply to an
individual engine, but to the sum of the engines of any given State.

Colonel DE BAURAIN (Poland) pointed out that efforts made in commercial aviation
circles over the past twelve years to find a satisfactory formula had met with no success.
Judged by the experts' formula, the same machine showed a horse-power varying from
540 to 900, and a ratio between horse-power and wing area, assuming the latter to be
30 square metres, varying from 17 to 30.

He would point out that some countries concentrated on developing their military
aviation for purely defensive purposes. The formula which the Commission was proposing
to accept meant that such countries would one day find their aircraft condemned as
specifically offensive. False conceptions must be avoided, and he had grave doubts
as to the advisability of employing the formula in question.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) acknowledged that reference to the
experts' proposal was obviously a way out of the dilemma, but pointed out that it was
tantamount to informing the General Commission that, having selected horse-power as
a criterion, the Commission could supply a definition for it. This it could not do. He
was therefore unable to agree to a simple reference to that admirable but unsatisfactory
formula.

M. QUINTANA (Argentine) agreed with the United Kingdom and United States
delegates ; his delegation had voted for three criteria but could not agree to a mere reference
to the experts' formula.

M. VAN DER DONCKT (Belgium) stated that the Belgian military aviation authorities,
after checking the formula on all engines of which it had data, had found that it enabled
a satisfactorily approximate estimate to be obtained. Only in the case of rotary engines
did it fail to apply; but, as such engines never attained 550 h.p., his delegation considered
the formula adequate to serve the purpose.

M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) agreed with the President's second proposal. He
asked the Commission to avoid the setting up of a sub-committee, with its consequent
delays.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom), in reply to the President's statement
that a mere reference to a document was non-committal, maintained that a reference to the
experts' report would be misleading. If essential, he would prefer a frank statement that:

" The Commission realises the impossibility of satisfactorily defining horse-power,
but can only refer . . .

M. MASSIGLI (France) pointed out that the Governments had never expressed their
views on the experts' report; the Commission was therefore entitled and, indeed, in duty
bound to take up the question.

The French Government considered that the compromise formula proposed by the
experts, for lack of a better one, was adequate for estimating the aggregate horse-power
of a country's air armaments. The inevitable lack of precision in the results which it yielded
was, however, unsatisfactory when applied to the horse-power of individual engines.
Since two of the criteria adopted depended on the standard of horse-power measurement,
he thought the use of the experts' formula might lead to errors which it would be well
to avoid.

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) pressed for the adoption of the experts' report.
The formula had been verified in committee with a long list of engines, many of them
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American motors, particulars of which were supplied by Mr. Ide, and had given satisfactory
results in almost all cases. No formula was necessarily exact, since horse-power varieh
from 0 to the maximum and since there were several other aspects of engine power - tde
economic aspect, judged by the petrol consumption per horse-power unit; the normal
aspect, judged by the revolutions; and others dependent on considerations of braking, etc.
No single figure accurately covering all these could possibly be given. The ratio
between useful load and unladen weight varied in just the same way between 0 and the
maximum, the useful load sometimes amounting to as much as twice the unladen weight.
In spite of these variations, the Commission had achieved agreement upon a definition
of unladen weight. A formula of average accuracy could therefore be adopted and would,
he thought, if given as a criterion beside that of unladen weight, add to the value
of any convention prohibiting certain types of aircraft.

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, pointing out that the Commission's object was to
supply the General Commission with a basis upon which a convention could ultimately be
drawn up, emphasised the necessity for seeking general agreement on essential points. He
suggested that it would perhaps be well to give the Commission a little time for reflection
on the matter of this definition.

M. VLIEGEN (Netherlands) said that the Commission had adopted horse-power as one
criterion; this being so, it could not reasonably report that it was impossible to define
it. Perhaps the nineteen delegations voting for the three criteria would have held a different
view had they known how difficult it was to reach a definition. In view of this difficulty,
they might now wish to go back upon their vote.

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) stated that, in his opinion, the experts' formula could not
be regarded as perfect; it had been studied with a view to attaining total quantitative
limitation of horse-power and not a qualitative limitation of the power per machine.
It would be quite possible to find a formula applicable to qualitative limitation which,
even though not quite perfect, would still constitute an average value adequate to establish
a criterion of limitation which it would be very difficult to evade. No formula could
ever be perfect; but a formula, however imperfect, would always enable a regime to be
established which would be preferable to a regime of full liberty.

If the delegations were given time to reflect, the experts would certainly find a
satisfactory formula, as they had already done in regard to the definition of unladen weight.

The PRESIDENT proposed that the Commission should accept the Rapporteur's
suggestion and suspend the discussion on horse-power.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) pointed out that the Spanish delegate
had rightly stated that the horse-power of an engine varied. He had, however, gone on to
say that useful load varied in its relation to unladen weight, implying that the two
variations were comparable. But, whereas in the case of horse-power there was no means
of judging what the maximum might be, in that of useful load, for which unladen weight
was a criterion, there was no such difficulty, there being no question as to the unladen
weight of any given machine.

The Commission agreed to postpone the discussion of horse-power.

Definition of Wing Area.

The PRESIDENT drew the Commission's attention to the definitions of wing area
supplied by Lieutenant-Colonel Herrera-namely:

" (1) The wing area is that of the lifting areas contained in the wing unit, wing
flaps included, in its maximum extension;

" (2) The wing area is the geometrical area of the projection of each lifting area
contained in the wing unit, wing flaps included, on the plane of their greatest
extension."

Lieutenant-Colonel HERRERA (Spain) said that the definitions given were only two
of the very many possible versions. The introduction of the term " wing unit " was the
only point which might be questioned, but, as this term had been used in the definition
of unladen weight, he presumed that there was no objection to it.

aThe Conmmission adjourned the discussion on this definition.
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Annex to the Sub-Committee's Report: Draft Questionnaire proposed by the French
Delegation to determine the Degree of Efficacy of Air Armaments against National
Defence and the Extent to which they threaten Civilians.

The text of this questionnaire was read, as follows:

" I. (a) What are, in modern air, land and naval warfare, the military objectives
against which air armaments can be employed (nature and distance of such objectives)?

"(b) What are the means of warfare dropped or launched from the air whose
action on these objectives may be effective:

Nature of means of warfare;
Minimum unit weight of projectiles;
Minimum number of projectiles to be dropped or launched by one aircraft;
Minimum altitude for dropping or launching?

"(c) What are the characteristics of aircraft adapted to drop or launch these
means of warfare with the efficiency determined by the reply to the previous paragraph ?

" II. (a) What are the 'most specifically offensive' aerial actions?

" (b) What are the characteristics of aircraft capable of carrying out the actions
defined in the previous paragraph?

" III. (a) What are the means of warfare dropped or launched from the air
whose action may be particularly dangerous to civilians:

Nature and means of warfare;
Minimum unit weight of projectiles;
Minimum number of projectiles to be dropped or launched by one aircraft;
Minimum altitude for dropping or launching?

" (b) What are the characteristics of aircraft adapted to drop or launch these
means of warfare with the efficiency determined by the reply to the previous paragraph? "

Colonel MARTUCCI (Italy) observed that it was not possible to discuss the French
questionnaire immediately. The questionnaire raised very important questions and the
delegations must be given time to carry out the necessary studies. In his opinion, the
Commission must first decide whether the questionnaire itself should be examined or not.

M. MASSIGLI (France) said that the Italian delegate was right in thinking that the
questionnaire was intended to establish the figures on an empirical basis. If the
Commission had placed before it definite facts regarding the effects of aircraft on national
defence, and the aircraft most likely to produce such effects, it should be in a position
to deduce which types of machines should be subject to special restriction. This procedure
had been successfully followed in the Land Commission.

M. VAN DER DONCKT (Belgium) said that his country had not carried out sufficient
experiments to be in a position to reply to the French questionnaire. He would, of course,
be only too glad to supply any information available.

The figures which he had given at the beginning of the meeting were based on the
three criteria, one of which was unladen weight. Useful load could be approximately
gauged as being about six tenths - the figure was elastic - of the unladen weight. He
considered that the figures were based on data adequate to judge whether an aircraft
was or was not offensive. The useful load of a military aircraft comprised fuel as well
as bombs; but, as special conditions, such as the nearness of an air base to its objective,
were of importance to the Belgian delegation, the question of the distribution of useful
load was of less importance to it, as in the circumstances most of the useful load could be
used for carrying bombs.

M. MASSIGLI (France) pointed out to the Belgian delegate that the questionnaire
was not intended to give rise to a scientific study of the question of air bombardment;
but, if the various countries possessing military aircraft could give their views as to the
uses for which such aircraft were intended, the Commission's work might be facilitated.

Group-Captain BABINGTON (United Kingdom) agreed that the questionnaire should
be studied, but thought that the Commission's task would be easier if the French delegation
would prepare a set of replies as a basis for discussion.
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M. BRANDENBURG (Germany) agreed that the questionnaire was interesting, but
felt that the Commission had not time to discuss it. The Red Cross Committee of Experts
on chemical and air warfare, at its meeting held in December 1931, stated, in the section
of its report dealing with the protection afforded to civil populations by convention, that
the establishment of a list of military objectives had, in the opinion of most delegations,
presented insurmountable difficulties. Thus, the French questionnaire was likely to
lead to prolonged discussion, and he would ask the Committee not to enter into questions
likely to retard its work.

M. SATO (Japan) said that his delegation was ready to co-operate in considering the
French questionnaire, though to what extent he could not say. He hoped that the three
articles of the questionnaire did not exhaust the subject; the Japanese delegation might
later wish to raise other points.

M. LANGOVOY (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics), while recognising the merits
of the questionnaire from the technical point of view, did not think it would enable the
Commission's difficulties to be solved. A study of the Land Commission's report on
artillery, moreover, would show that the method had been far from achieving unanimity.

M. MASSIGLI (France) was not so optimistic as to think that his questionnaire provided
the magic formula necessary to enable a figure to be unanimously accepted. He felt,
however, that a discussion of it would help to collect into two or three groups the opinions
held in the Commission, and that in itself would mean much.

In reply to M. Sato, he stated the three articles of the questionnaire did not exhaust
the subject. The French delegation could give its reply at once if the other delegations
were ready to do the same.

Mr. DULLES (United States of America) said that the American delegation was prepared
to reply to this very useful questionnaire, but thought the Commission should not accept
the principle that it could not produce its report until the delegations sent in their replies.
Those in a position to give figures should give them forthwith, and the General Commission
should be informed that the French questionnaire was under review, and that further
figures would be given, when the Commission reported upon it, by the delegations prepared
to supply them.

M. VOUGT (Sweden) agreed that a discussion of the French proposal might help to
enable figures to be reached, although the questions were too vague to produce very
useful replies. He agreed with M. Brandenburg that the creation of a sub-committee
should be avoided if possible.

The PRESIDENT observed that some points in the French questionnaire were
connected with the questions submitted by the General Commission to the Air Commission;
others, however, were not. Obviously, a discussion upon it would tend to prolong the
Commission's work, and he suggested that the best procedure was to ask the French
delegation to substitute for the questionnaire a draft resolution expressing that delegation's
ideas, with a view to the preparation of the Air Commission's report. The necessity for a
fresh sub-committee would thereby be avoided.

SIXTEENTH MEETING

Held on Friday, May 27th, 1932, at 3.30 p.m.

President: M. VALLOTTON.

21. CONSIDERATION OF THE QUESTIONS REFFERED TO THE COMMISSION BY THE RESOLUTION
OF THE GENERAL COMMISSION DATED APRIL 22ND, 1932 (document Conf. D./C.G.28(2)) :
REPORT BY THE SUB-COMMITTEE (continuation of the discussion).

M. BOHEMAN (Sweden), Rapporteur, had at the previous meeting pointed out that the
vote on the question of criteria had placed the Commission in a rather difficult position.
The reports upon which the technical commissions were engaged were intended to supply
the General Commission with a basis for its ultimate decision on the possibility and advisa-
bility of applying the principle of qualitative disarmament in the form of the prohibition
of certain armaments or their internationalisation or the application of some form of control.
Obviously, if the principle of qualitative disarmament were to be embodied in a convention


